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FUN FITNESS FOR PERSONS WITH INTELLECTUAL
DISABILITIES – A ROUTINE PRACTICE OR A SCIENTIFIC
CHALLENGE?
Prof. Aura Bota, PhD
Prof. Silvia Teodorescu, PhD
Director S.O. programs Katharina Kiss
UNEFS Bucharest

Abstract: At the international level, we can notice an obvious increase of
specialists’ interest in the adapted physical education and sports issues, as an
alternative to the increase of life quality in persons with disabilities from all the
age categories. In this sense, the educational policies in most of the countries
with a high living standard settle formal and informal modalities, through which
schools and the community plan, implement and assess programs for persons
with special educative needs, on many directions: physical education, education
for health, adapted sports activities, medical screenings, extracurricular
activities, recreation and socialization programs etc.
Key words: fitness, intellectual disabilities, scientific challenge
Rezumat: Pe plan internaţional, se poate observa o creştere evidentă a
interesului specialiştilor pentru problematica educaţiei fizice şi sportului
adaptat, ca alternativă pentru creşterea calităţii vieţii persoanelor cu disabilităţi
din toate categoriile de vârstă. În acest sens, politicile educaţionale din
majoritatea ţărilor cu un nivel de trai ridicat stabilesc modalităţi formale şi
informale, prin care şcolile şi comunitatea îşi planifică, implementează şi
evaluează programe pentru persoanele cu cerinţe educative speciale, pe mai
multe direcţii: educaţie fizică, educaţie pentru sănătate, activităţi sportive
adaptate, screening-uri medicale, activităţi extracurriculare, programe de
recreere, socializare etc.
Cuvinte cheie: fitmes, disabilitati intelectualem provocare științifică
Introduction
These programs are developed by specialists belonging to some related domains, who
establish among them functional relations of mutual assistance and permanent cooperation.
Besides the direct consequences on the subjects benefiting from these activities, there is
also an epistemic interest materialized during the latest 20 years in studies, monographs,
international projects, all these representing a valuable factual material for the continuation of
such approaches.
In this context, authors such as Wood, 1993, Jette, Sidney and Landry, 1992, Blair,
1995, Winnick and Short, 1985, Patte, Pratt, Haskell, Macera and Bouchard, 1995, Sherrill,
1998, approached topics related to the following: prevention of secondary affections, psychical
tonus, alimentary behavior, the physical fitness significant decline in adults, self-image or
correlation between the fitness level and the frequency of involvement into the physical
exercise.
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Some of these studies are developed through Special Olympics, the most important
international organization that has for mission to organize, throughout the year, sports trainings
and competitions for children and adults with intellectual disabilities, in order to improve their
bio-psychic condition and integrate them as active members into the communities they belong
to.
Shortly, Special Olympics means:
 more than 3.5 million athletes throughout the world;
 44,000 events;
 121 competitions every day;
 over 1 million coaches and volunteers;
 32 Olympic sports disciplines;
 more than 226 S.O. programs in the world, in over 170 countries;
 150,000 events for the health state assessment, offered for free.
Special Olympics Romania is a national program involving:
 more than 27,000 athletes throughout the country;
 over 1,500 coaches and volunteers;
 more than 5,000 pupils and teachers in mass schools, engaged in the S.O. program.
Participate in!;
 11 Olympic sports disciplines;
 over 125 partner special schools and ONGs throughout the country;
 100 yearly organized events;
 50 events for the health state assessment, offered for free.
Aim, hypotheses
This paper aims at emphasizing the level of some fitness components, as well as the
subjects’ deficient areas requiring a specific stimulation. At the same time, we are interested in
knowing the evolution tendency of the results obtained in the 2006 and 2009 assessments made
on two large groups of athletes participating in national competitions.
Hypotheses
- Subjects with intellectual disabilities taking part in the Special Olympics Football
Tournament (2009) can have an appropriate strength level of the abdominal muscles, of the
lower limbs, as well as functional angular values expressing the elasticity of the thigh posterior
muscles, shank posterior muscles and hip flexors.
- Fitness components can be susceptible of progress (from one generation to
another), which was highlighted at the 2006 and 2009 assessments, as a consequence of the
multiplication of training programs in different sports branches and due to the respect of some
individual recommendations accompanying each assessment.
Material and method
This research was conducted in 2009, during the Regional Tournament within the
Special Olympics European Football Week that took place in April, in Bucharest, with the
participation of 84 athletes.
Subjects were coming from special schools and from non-governmental organizations.
Assessments were made on 20 volunteers, students at the Faculty of Physical Education
and Sports and at the Faculty of Kinetotherapy within the UNEFS - Bucharest. Before the
tests, subjects signed an assessment participation agreement.
The Fun Fitness program uses a functional test battery acknowledged by
kinetotherapists and by specialists in adapted physical activities. It aims at identifying the
development level of the following fitness components:
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 elasticity of the thigh posterior muscles (hamstrings), investigated through the knee
extension from the supine position, with hip and knee on the tested side flexed at 900 (we
measure the angle between thigh and shank, its value having to be under 900, respectively
negative values);
 elasticity of the shank posterior muscles, investigated through the passive
dorsiflexion at the ankle joint level (we measure the mobility sector between the sole
physiological position - 900 - and the dorsiflexion maximum position);
 elasticity of the hip flexors, measured through the passive extension in the supine
position, with hip and knee flexed at 900, up to the point where the subject casts his pelvis
forward; the angle final value must be negative;
 strength of the lower limbs, tested while subjects were performing 10 stand ups
from a chair, at a maximum speed, without using their arms; the standard indicating the
necessity of a supplemental work is 20 seconds;
 strength of the abdominal muscles, tested while subjects were performing a
maximum number of partial trunk raises for 1 minute, from the lying back position, with thigh
and knee flexed at 900 and shanks against a support.
Subjects were distributed on age groups, respectively 12-13 years old, 14-15 years old,
16-17 years old and over 18 years old.
Results and their interpretation
From the Fun Fitness battery, we selected the mobility-flexibility and strength tests.
The centralizing tables below present the central tendency indicators, values we shall
rely on for our comparative analysis of the subjects investigated in 2009 and 20061.

Statistic
indicators

Mobility 1
(degrees)

Mobility 2
(degrees)

Mobility 3
(degrees)

Lower limb
strength
(sec)

Abdom.
strength
(rep)

12-13 YEARS OLD
Left

Right

Left

Right

Left

Right

-21.3

-22

14.8

14

-12.3

-9.909

13.047

25

18.384

13.435

4.242

8.485

7.603

2.507

3.096

0

Median

-19

-17.5

14

14.5

-10.5

14.5

12.27

25

Variance

86.677

80

30.844

30.044

54.21

30.044

10.550

0

Coefficient
of variation

86.29

61.045

28.689

60.608

61.81

25.300

23.729

0

Arithmetical
mean
Standard
deviation

14-15 YEARS OLD
Arithmetical
mean

-22.214

-23.035

15.035

13.428

-11.35

-11.892

13.816

24.962

Standard
deviation

11.852

12.170

7.156

6.713

9.836

8.659

3.406

0.192

Median

-20

-20

15

13

-12

-11.5

13.07

25

Variance

140.470

148.109

51.220

45.068

96.756

74.988

11.605

0.037

Coefficient
of variation

53.353

52.83

47.593

49.992

86.60

72.813

24.6569

0.7692

1

BOTA. A., TEODORESCU, S., KISS K., Aspecte privind capacitatea funcţională la subiecţii cu disabiliăţi
intelectuale. În revista Medicină sportivă, iunie 2008, ISSN 1841-0162
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16-17 YEARS OLD
Arithmetical
mean

-24.190

-23.047

12.047

11.904

-10.76

-12.381

13.509

25

Standard
deviation

11.408

8.743

4.165

5.019

8.135

8.052

2.824

0

Median

-23

-22

12

12

-9

-15

12.995

25

Variance

130.161

76.447

17.347

25.190

66.19

64.8476

7.97709

0

47.159

37.934

34.571

42.162

75.55

65.0415

20.904

0

Coefficient
of variation

Over 18 YEARS OLD
Arithmetical
mean
Standard
deviation
Median
Variance
Coefficient
of variation

-19.190

-19

13.523

13.523

-11.80

-11.238

13.7022

25

8.8182

8.1178

4.9357

5.3723

9.362

9.8939

3.38462

0

-19

-19

13

15

77,761

65.9

24.361

28.861

45.950

42.725

36.496

39.724

-10
87.661
79.281

-12

13.015

25

97.890

11.455

0

88.038

24.701

0

As to the 1st mobility-flexibility test for all the age categories, the arithmetical mean
emphasizes values comprised between -19,190 and -24,190 for the left lower limb and between
-190 and -230 for the right lower limb, which reflects the hamstring poor elasticity.
Consequently, out of the total number of subjects investigated on age categories, a percent of
90.9% (12-13 years old), 75.86% (14-15 years old), 90.9% (16-17 years old) and 63.63% (over
18 years old) require additional practice meant to diminish the joint mobility and the muscular
elasticity deficit. On a whole, a percent of 73.80% out of the investigated subjects need more
practice for this component, while 26.19% have no recommendations in this sense.

26.19%

73.8%

additional practice

no recommendations

From the coefficient of variation perspective, results demonstrate a poor homogeneity
in all the age categories, with a tendency to increase it as the subjects grow old.
As compared to the data obtained in 2006, we can find out that, in this test, the subjects
investigated in 2009 register poorer results in all the age categories, which might be explained
by the subjects’ reduced involvement into gymnastic activities, many of them with an
analytical character.
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As to the 2nd mobility-flexibility test for all the age categories, the arithmetical mean
emphasizes values considered as normal, comprised between 120 and 150 for the left lower
limb and between 11.90 and 140 for the right lower limb, which reflects a good elasticity of the
shank anterior muscles. Consequently, out of the total number of subjects investigated on age
categories, a percent of 27.27% (12-13 years old), 24.13% (14-15 years old), 22.72% (16-17
years old) and 22.72% (over 18 years old) require additional practice meant to diminish the
joint mobility and the muscular elasticity deficit. On a whole, a percent of 23.80% out of the
investigated subjects need more practice for this component, while 76.19% have no
recommendations in this sense.

23.80%

76.19%

additional practice

no recommendations

Slice 3

From the coefficient of variation perspective, results demonstrate a poor homogeneity
in all the age categories, but slightly higher than the homogeneity registered in the 1st mobility
test.
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By comparing the result dynamics in 2009 and 2006, we notice similar values in both of
the tests, which can be explained by a greater exertion on the lower limbs in the two
investigated groups, irrespectively of the sports branch practiced by the subjects.
As to the 3rd mobility-flexibility test for all the age categories, the arithmetical mean
emphasizes values slightly poorer than those considered as normal (a difference of 1-20),
comprised between -10,70 and -12,30 for the left lower limb and between -9,90 and -12,380 for
the right lower limb, which reflects a slightly diminished elasticity of the hip muscles.
Consequently, out of the total number of subjects investigated on age categories, a percent of
54.54% (12-13 years old), 65.51% (14-15 years old), 54.54% (16-17 years old) and 59.09%
(over 18 years old) require additional practice meant to diminish the joint mobility and the
muscular elasticity deficit at the joint hip level. On a whole, a percent of 59.52% out of the
investigated subjects need more practice for this component, while 40.47% have no
recommendations in this sense.

40.47%
59.52%

additional practice

no recommendations

From the coefficient of variation perspective, results demonstrate a poor homogeneity
in all the age categories, by emphasizing the greatest heterogeneity as compared to the 1st and
2nd mobility tests.
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As compared to the 2006 results, the subjects practicing football, investigated in 2009,
register higher values in all the age categories. This fact could be explained by the specific
exertion on the hip anterior muscles while performing different ball passing and shoot for goal
technical procedures.
In the test investigating the lower limb strength, results demonstrate this quality good
level reflected by values comprised between 13.03 seconds and 13.81 seconds.
In the age category 12-13, all subjects met the standard, but this doesn’t mean that
their strength development routine should stop. In the age category 14-15, a percent of 6.89%
out of the subjects are recommended more routines, while in the age categories 16-17 and over
18, the percent of those needing an intervention is 54%. On a whole, a percent of 3.57% out of
the investigated subjects require additional practice for this component, while 96.42% have no
recommendations in this sense.
However, the group homogeneity is small, values being comprised between 20.9%
and 24.7%.

3.57%

96.42%

additional practice

no recommendations

By analyzing the investigated subjects’ results obtained in 2006 and 2009, we notice
that they present a very good strength level of the lower limbs (according to the minimal
standard established for the Fun Fitness battery). But we should mention that the test relies on
a usual movement, which doesn’t require coordination increased indices and this facilitates the
execution of a great number of repetitions per minute.
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Related to the abdominal muscle strength, results emphasize that the investigated
athletes, in all the age categories, are framed within the normal limits, being capable to
perform a greater number of repetitions per minute than the minimal standard. On a whole, a
percent of 1.19% out of the investigated subjects require additional practice for this
component, while 98.80% have no recommendations in this sense.

1.19%

98.80%

additional practice

no recommendations

The coefficient of variation is very good, with values close to 0 in all the age groups,
which can be explained by the fact that this test represents a simplified variant requiring the
subjects to perform some partial trunk raisings, where the movement is considered to be
completed when the scapula leaves the ground.
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25
24,99
24,98
2006

24,97

2009

24,96
24,95
24,94
12-13 years

14-15 years

16-17 years over 18 years

By analyzing the investigated subjects’ results obtained in 2006 and 2009, we notice
that they present a very good strength level of the abdominal muscles (according to the
minimal standard established for the Fun Fitness battery). But we should mention that the test
relies on a less exerting movement, due both to the initial position and to the trunk movement
short “path”.
CONCLUSIONS
1. This study continues the previous research focused on the constitution of a
database specific to persons with intellectual disabilities, useful to those who investigate the
motor and functional capacities, as defining elements of the health state in this category of
subjects.
2. Having in view that the Special Olympics competition calendar includes more
and more contests organized at the local, regional, national and international levels, and
benefiting from appropriate training periods, we should have expected to notice the fitness
level significant improvement in 2009, as compared to 2006. However, except for the lower
limb and the abdominal strength that keeps its increased indices, results in the mobilityflexibility tests don’t configure a unitary tendency to progress (in the 1st test, results are poorer,
in the 2nd test, results are almost similar, while in the 3rd test, results are better).
3. We think that this fact is due, on the one hand, to the non-correlated samples
(2006 and 2009) and, on the other hand, to athletes’ involvement into different sport events
and branches, with various specific exertions.
4. We consider that the development of an ameliorative longitudinal-type
experiment on the S.O. athletes, although interesting from the obtained effect perspective,
engenders a series of difficulties related to the sample structure maintaining, because the
Special Olympics major objective consists in involving the largest number of participants in
sports, educational and health state assessment programs. Under these conditions, the
investigated groups change their configuration from one assessment test to another.
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Abstract:
Physical education classes organized by the university education come
as a continuation of compulsory or optional classes within the secondary
education. The attendance to these classes allows the students to acquire new
motor skills (considering the material basis of each university), either to
consolidate and/or to improve motor skills already learnt during the compulsory
education period.
The studies performed at the end of the last century presents us an
alarming situation of the biometric potential specific to students of the first year,
in a famous Academy of Bucharest. Therefore, that particular study (quoted by
M. Popescu, 1995) indicates the fact that: 20% of the first year students register
values under the average level of motor ability specific to their age, the tendency
for endurance and strength indices being of hold-up or even let-down;female
students register values inferior to the level of motor ability specific to male
students; under 10% of the students posses the characteristic volume of motor
skills specific to a sports discipline, while most of the students are beginners in a
sports branch. Because of their reduced level of motor skills, most of the
students decide for sports disciplines within physical education classes, thus,
male students choose sports games and swimming, while female students attend
aerobics and swimming.
Key words: academic sport, swimming, biometric potential, performance
Rezumat:
Lecţiile de educaţie fizică organizate în învăţământul superior vin ca o
continuare a lecţiilor obligatorii sau opţionale din învăţământul liceal.
Participarea la aceste lecţii permite studenţilor fie să înveţe noi deprinderi
motrice (în funcţie de baza materială a fiecărei universităţi), fie să îşi
consolideze şi/sau perfecţioneze deprinderi motrice învăţate pe durata
învăţământului obligatoriu.
Studii efectuate la sfârşitul secolului trecut ne prezintă o situaţie
îngrijorătoare a potenţialului biomotric de care dispun studenţii din anul I dintro mare academie din Bucureşti. Astfel, respectivul studiu (citat de M. Popescu,
1995) arată că: 20% din studenţii anului I se găsesc sub nivelul mediu de
motricitate al vârstei în care se încadrează, tendinţa fiind de stagnare sau chiar
regres pentru indicii de rezistenţă şi forţă; studentele se află sub nivelul de
motricitate al studenţilor; sub 10% din studenţi posedă un bagaj corespunzător
de deprinderi motrice specifice unei discipline sportive, în timp ce marea
majoritate a studenţilor sunt începători într-o ramură de sport; Datorită
bagajului redus de deprinderi motrice, cei mai mulţi studenţi optează, în cadrul
lecţiilor de educaţie fizică, pentru discipline sportive precum jocurile sportive şi
înotul pentru studenţi şi gimnastică aerobică şi înot în cazul studentelor
Cuvinte cheie: sport universitar, înot, potenţial biomotric, performanţă
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Introduction
Currently, physical education discipline is also compulsory for all the students
attending non- specialty universities/academies, implying II – IV semesters length of
performance.
This discipline includes various forms of organization. Among these forms, we
may mention:
- practical classes of physical education – organized on gender-divided groups or groups
constituted on sports branches, based on students’ options;
- training classes, on sports branches – made up of students selected for representative
teams performing for the universities/academies mentioned and “including common and
individualized training, as well as the attendance to competitions” (after M. Popescu, 1995);
- classes of medical gymnastics – organized for students diagnosed with different physical
disabilities. They have been previously diagnosed by medical professionals, receiving their
recommendation to attend these classes meant to correct and/or to ameliorate theses
disabilities;
- high performance sports activity – developed within sports academic clubs which
may organize sports activities for several sports disciplines with the attendance to national
championship(s);
- independent involvement of physical exercises – focused on spending the spare time
in a most pleasant way. This form of manifestation allows the student to practice the desired
sports discipline;
- sports competitions – directed to first year students (for example, First Year Cup,
organized for different sports disciplines) or to all students of the university/academy. These
competitions may be organized locally, at the level of the university/academy, of the academic
center, as well as on national or international level. Academic National Championships are
held every year, the winner receiving the champion title.
During physical education classes, students’ activity is oriented towards the
achievement of the following objectives (adapted from M. Popescu, 1995):
- involvement of all students in systematic and organized practice of physical exercises and
favorite sports;
- continuous improvement of health, of physical and psychical strength and the harmonious
development of the body;
- improvement of the general level of motor ability and the learning of basic elements in
certain sports disciplines practice;
- creation and consolidation of a system of practical and theoretical knowledge (hygienic,
physiologic, didactic, systematic, technical, organizational aspects), concurrently with all
general tasks deriving from the academic education, involved in multi-lateral training,
integrated into the modern society requirements;
- formation of psycho-behavioral states and their transposition in social life practice (fairplay, team spirit, responsibility, perseverance, determination, trust, self-control etc.);
- belief formation and learning the independent practice of favorite physical exercises and
sports, in an hygienic purpose, highly relaxed and for other persons’ sports education;
- providing compensatory effects over intellectual activities, by applying the “three R”
method – recovery, relaxation and rehabilitation.
Purpose
The present study aims at analyzing the biometric potential of students attending
specialty and non-specialty faculties which is expressed by motor skills specific to swimming.
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Hypothesis
Specific training by means of improving swimming strokes (freestyle stroke)
determines the increase of the effort capacity, the consolidation and /or the improvement of
motor skills, the improvement of students’ swimming performances.
Methods
In order to achieve the study, we have applied: the bibliographical method (consisting
in the study of the field literature which has provided the necessary theoretical basis), the
controlled observational method (applied during the classes developed with the students), the
determined experiment method (it represents the main method applied in achieving the
research and aims at confirming or infirming the hypothesis), the statistical-mathematical data
processing method (the arithmetic mean – index of the central tendency, standard deviation
and variability coefficient – synthetic indices of distribution, Pearson linear correlation and
ANOVA unifactorial – parameter statistical tests for quantitative data) and graphical
representation method (it allows us to interpret and graphically represent the collected data).
Experiment Content
Subjects
The study has been developed on a number of 150 students attending the National
University of Physical Education and Sport (UNEFS) and the University of Medicine and
Pharmacy “Carol Davila” (UMF) of Bucharest. The group included 75 female students and 75
male students (25 female students and 25 male students attending the Faculty of Physical
Education and Sport (EFS), 25 female students and 25 male students attending the Faculty of
Kinetotherapy (FK) within the UNEFS and 25 female students and 25 male students of the
UMF). Student groups have been randomly selected.
We should mention that all the students of the UNEFS have to attend the swimming
classes, while the students of the UMF have the opportunity to choose one of the following
sports disciplines: aerobics, basketball, handball, volleyball, swimming, football, taekwondo,
fitness and table tennis. In this case, the students from the UMF who have chosen to attend
swimming discipline should know how to swim, while the students from the UNEFS, either
beginner, or advanced, have to attend these classes. In both cases, the swimming classes
represent sports branch classes, but they involve different objectives, considering the
university specialty, as well as the real conditions of development.
When dealing with students from UNEFS, regardless the faculty where they are
registered, the objectives of the swimming practice are focused on the adaptation to the aquatic
environment, the appropriation/consolidation/improvement of swimming stroke technique, the
acquirement and the application of technical-systematic structures according to the class
typology, skill learning and application of sports swimming strokes against the background of
sports competitions, the appropriation of necessary skills for teaching swimming and the
development of the capacity of organizing and managing swimming camps.
For the students of the UMF, the objectives followed during the physical education
classes divide into four categories (after L. Hector, quoted by D.I. Tudor 2007):
- objectives related to sano - trophic functions – intended for the body strengthening,
its right and harmonious development, health enhancement and the improvement of the effort
capacity;
- objectives related to instructional – educational functions – determining the volume
and quality of the knowledge system, of abilities and motor skills, the education of motor skills
and the influence over the psycho-behavioral sphere;
- objectives based on social functions – focused on the education as a habit, of systemic
and organized practice of physical exercise and on the formation of motor skills and abilities
required by the student’s future profession;
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- objectives focused on continuing high performance sports training – addressed to
students having a certain level of sports training acquired in sports clubs or associations, who
need to be provided with the opportunity to continue their activity within the representative
teams of the university or within the academic sports clubs.
To these objectives, D.I. Tudor (2007) adds another one which is very valued “the most
important objective of physical education in academic education consists in: the recreation and
compensation following intense intellectual efforts, mostly applied when dealing with extended
immobilization and, frequently, when dealing with unchanged, lasting postures, also called
“professional postures”, which do not comply with the requirements of a right posture.”
We should mention that, for the students of the UNEFS, the compulsory swimming
class is only approached during the first year of study, namely, during 42 practical classes of
100 minutes each, while the students of the UMF, who have chosen swimming as a sports
discipline, are forced to attend practical classes during the first and the second year of study,
counting 30 classes of 100 minutes each / academic year.
Control Trial. The subjects submitted to the research have performed 25 m freestyle
race against time, gliding from the starting blocks or in the water. The recorded time is
expressed in seconds.
Results
Table 1 indicates time scores achieved by the students to the control trial, previously
mentioned.
Timing for 25m freestyle

FEFS
22.61
27.52
23.90
28.99
25.07
21.37
20.20
21.36
21.53
25.72
22.44
24.75
18.81
28.97
22.87
18.44
29.25
26.10
26.28
25.16
24.89
22.77
23.81
22.95
23.15

Female Students
FK
26.57
28.43
25.63
23.81
26.72
24.56
35.84
22.31
32.41
20.90
21.02
18.98
35.71
26.79
23.56
32.63
28.42
25.57
28.07
23.22
24.85
24.22
28.28
31.73
29.84

UMF
20.90
21.40
23.89
21.35
19.46
20.20
25.02
25.46
26.56
25.70
22.47
24.58
25.33
23.46
23.67
24.12
26.24
24.78
25.18
27.39
25.59
26.36
27.22
27.88
29.17

FEFS
19.81
19.49
17.30
19.80
18.06
17.21
20.84
18.58
19.88
17.46
15.65
18.27
16.62
14.78
19.84
21.22
19.10
15.80
17.46
16.45
17.60
17.71
16.93
17.06
16.60

Male Students
FK
22.85
20.41
20.89
16.56
19.06
18.43
17.02
18.07
16.53
18.00
18.90
19.69
20.48
14.66
21.87
21.42
18.77
19.63
17.19
16.70
18.79
16.26
17.23
15.73
19.63

UMF
17.04
17.34
18.36
19.90
19.95
18.03
20.12
19.80
15.85
19.15
19.25
18.32
16.58
18.84
17.09
17.20
17.78
18.20
19.17
19.37
19.72
20.11
20.33
20.82
21.29
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As a result of the statistical analysis of experimentally collected data, one may notice
that:
- for female students:
a) arithmetic mean
EFS
23.95

FK
26.8

UMF
24.53

Arithmetic M ean
26.8
24.53

23.95

EFS

FK

UMF

According to these data, it is obvious that the female students from the UMF have
registered a better average timing for 25m freestyle than the female students from the UNEFS
– FK. This aspect may be explained, firstly, by the fact that the female students from the UMF
are familiar to swimming as they have chosen it as a sports discipline within physical
education classes, while most of the female students from the UNEFS – FK learn how to swim
in the faculty. Secondly, we should mention that there is a higher volume of practical classes
for the female students of the UMF (the female students of the UMF submitted to the research
were already in the second year of study).
b) standard deviation
EFS
2.93

FK
4.42

UMF
2.47

Standard Deviation
4.42
2.93

EFS
c)

2.47

FK

UMF

variability coefficient
EFS
12.23

FK
16.49

UMF
10.06
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Variability Coefficient
16,49
12,23

EFS

10,06

FK

UMF

As a result of the statistical calculation, we have observed the fact that, the female
students from the UNEFS – EFS and the UMF manifest a higher level of homogeneity and a
lower level of variance. For the female students of the UNEFS – FK the value (16.49) deriving
from the statistical calculation indicates a restrained homogeneity.
d) Pearson linear correlation
EFS - FK
FK - UMF
EFS - UMF

-0.39
0.23
-0.12

Pearson Linear Correlation
0.23
EFS - FK
FK - UMF
-0.12

EFS - UMF

-0.39
The values resulting from the calculation of the correlation coefficient have been
interpreted by means of the Hopkins model (2000, quoted by M. Popa, 2008). Therefore, we
have noticed that there is a moderate – medium correlation between the female students from
the UNEFS – EFS and UNEFS – FK, a reduced – minor correlation between the female
students of the UNEFS – FK and the UMF, and between the female students of the UNEFS –
EFS and the UMF, there is the same type of correlation (reduced – minor).
e) ANOVA unifactorial
EFS – FK
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ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
101.2749
676.6263

df
1
48

Total

777.9012

49

MS
101.2749
14.09638

F
7.184462

P-value
0.010047

F crit
4.042652

We may notice high performances for a significance threshold of 0.05.
FK - UMF
ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
64.27512
616.9361

df
1
48

Total

681.2113

49

MS
64.27512
12.85284

F
5.000851

P-value
0.030018

F crit
4.042652

We may notice high performances for a significance threshold of 0.05.
EFS - UMF
ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
113.1584
824.1581

Total

937.3165

df
2
72

MS
56.57922
11.44664

F
4.942867

P-value
0.009738

F crit
3.123907

74

We may notice high performances for a significance threshold of 0.05.
- for male students:
a) arithmetic mean
EFS
17.98

FK
18.59

UMF
18.78

Arithmetic M ean
18.59

18.78

17.98

EFS

FK

UMF
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The male students from the UMF register the highest value of the arithmetic mean
(18.78 seconds), as they perform more practical swimming classes (30 hours during the first
year, as well as during the second year of study).
b) standard deviation
EFS
1.66

FK
2.04

UMF
1.41

Standard Deviation
1.66

2.04

EFS

FK

EFS
9.23

FK
10.97

1.41

UMF

c) variability coefficient
UMF
7.50

Variability Coefficient
9.23

EFS

10.97
7.5

FK

UMF

Concerning the variability coefficient, one may notice that, for all the three categories
of male students, there is a high level of homogeneity and a reduced level of variance. The
highest level of homogeneity is registered by the male students group attending the UMF. This
aspect is explained by the fact that these students have to attend practical swimming classes
during two academic years (first and second year of study), and the male students submitted to
the research belonged to the second year.
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d) Pearson linear correlation
EFS - FK
FK - UMF
EFS - UMF

0.32
-0.50
-0.33

Pearson Linear Correlation
0.32
EFS - FK
FK - UMF
EFS - UMF
-0.33
-0.5
In a similar way, the values resulting from the calculation of the correlation coefficient
have been interpreted by means of the Hopkins model (2000, quoted by M. Popa, 2008).
Therefore, we have noticed that there is a moderate – medium correlation between the male
students from the UNEFS – EFS and UNEFS – FK, a large – high correlation between the
male students of the UNEFS – FK and the UMF, and between the male students of the UNEFS
– EFS and the UMF, there is moderate – medium correlation.
e) ANOVA unifactorial
EFS – FK
ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
4.65125
167.4322

df
1
48

Total

172.0834

49

MS
4.65125
3.48817

F
1.333436

P-value
0.253911

F crit
4.042652

To a significance threshold of 0.05, we register high performances.
FK - UMF
ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

SS
0.468512
148.7632
149.2317

df
1
48

MS
0.468512
3.099233

F
0.15117

P-value
0.699139

49

To a significance threshold of 0.05, we register high performances.

F crit
4.042652
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EFS - UMF
ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
8.794616
215.4348

df
2
72

Total

224.2294

74

MS
4.397308
2.99215

F
1.469615

P-value
0.236831

F crit
3.123907

To a significance threshold of 0.05, we register high performances.
Conclusions
As a result of the undertaken research, we have reached the following conclusions:
- students enjoy to attend swimming classes;
- during the swimming classes, the students, either learn how to swim, or consolidate
and/or improve their swimming skills;
- timing performance achieved at the end of the practical swimming classes is
influenced by the level of acquiring swimming skills; it is obvious the fact that, students
already familiar to swimming, at the beginning of practical classes, have achieved, in the end,
better timing performances;
- the larger number of practical swimming classes influences the level of learning the
swimming technique, as well as the timing performance achieved by the students;
- students have acquired knowledge, efficiency, abilities of independent practice by
performing aquatic activities;
- the specific training by means of improving swimming strokes (freestyle stroke) has
determined the increase of the effort capacity, the consolidation and /or the improvement of
motor skills, the improvement of students’ swimming performances, which confirms the
research hypothesis.
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GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR TRAINING DIET
Conf. univ. dr. Mihaela Apostu
Conf. univ. dr. Rodica Miroiu
NUPES Bucharest

Abstract:
Alimentary diet consists of the amount of food which leads to satisfaction of
an individual or a group of people’s energetic necessities, through
macronutrients (protein, carbohydrate, fat), micronutrients (vitamins, minerals)
and through water. In order to establishing a food ratio, one must take into
consideration macronutrients’ repartition, more precisely: 12% of the energetic
contribution must be provided by proteins (meat, fish, dairies, soy, dry
vegetables), 30-35% must be provided by carbohydrates (butter, margarine, oil)
and 53-58% by fats, from which maximum 10% fast fats (sweet foods).
Key words: alimentary diet, macronutrients, micronutrients
Rezumat:
Regimul alimentar se referă la cantitatea de alimente care permite
satisfacerea necesităţilor energetice, în macronutrimente (proteine, lipide,
glucide), micronutrimente (vitamine, minerale) şi în apă, ale unui individ sau ale
unui grup de persoane.
În stabilirea unei raţii alimentare se ţine cont de repartiţia
macronutrimentelor: 12% din aportul energetic trebuie să fie furnizat de proteine
(carne, peşte, lactate, soia, legume uscate),
30-35% de către lipide (unt,
margarina, ulei) şi 53-58% de către glucide, din care maximum 10% glucide
rapide (alimente zaharate).
Cuvinte cheie: diata alimentară, macronutrienti, micronutrienți
Introduction
Training diet – general targets
Food ratios are established first of all acording to the different aliment types (fruits and
vegetables, dairies, cereals, dry vegetables, potatoes, meat, fish, eggs, etc) and then according
to the provided alcoholic beverages’contribution (10% of the total energetic contribution).
Furthermore, in order to create a good alimentary regime, one must always take into
consideration the eating habbits (ratio, frequence, prefference), possible restraints (bugget,
supplying food), as well as adaptations dictated by the physical activities of the subjects.
In order for process of digestion and absorbtion of nutrients to take place correctly, the
meals must be divided according to the organism’s biological time. This way, metabolic
processes will take place with high intensity and constantly. Because of this reason, daily food
ratio should be divided like follows: 20-25% breakfast and 10-15% dinner, both consisting of
light food. Lunch, which unfortunatly is often skipped due to a busy schedule, must contain
50-55% of the food. It is recommended there that between the mail meals, 1-2 more meals are
added, secondary (snaks), that are least consistent (Bernardot D., 2006).
An appropiate alimentary behaviour is recommended, one that balances macronutrients’
proportions, respects the principles of foods association and has the following targets: a diverse
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and balanced diet; native elements input (not cooked), alkaline and with vegetal fibres; a diet
poor in fats and that contains minimum amounts of sugar and salt; a limited use of alchohool;
avoiding preserved noutriments; adding nourishing supliments to the diet (oligoelements,
vitamins, active biological substances – antioxidant elements, carnitine).
Statistically speaking, the daily food ratio for sportsmen should include:
 15% milk and dairy products;
 10% meat, fish and derived products;
 2% eggs;
 15% vegetables and fruits;
 40% cereals and dry vegetables;
 10% alimentary fats (butter, sour cream, oil, cream);
 8% sugary products.
On top of all mentioned before, elementary nourishing trofines must respect the
following conditions (after Institute of Medicine) :
 carbohydrates – must ensure 55-65% from the caloric ratio (9-10 g/body kg); 75%
must be mono and/or di type;
 fats – must represent 20-25% of the caloric necessary (1.5- 2 g/body kg); 70% must
be unsaturated fats and phosphate vegetables;
 proteins – must suply 15-20% from the caloric consumption (2 -2.5 g/body kg); most
frequently represented by complete proteins (as essential aminoacids suppliers), partially
complete proteins (from cereals) and incomplete ones (gelatine);
 vitamins and minerals.
The daily food ratio for sportsmen can be established through many ways, the most
common one taking into consideration the sports’ profile as well as the training period per day
(4-6 hours daily). (chart 1.1.)
Sport profile
Aerobic resistance trials

Caloric necessary
4500 – 5000 kcal

Resistance – force trials

5500 – 6000 kcal

Force-speed trials
(boxing, judo)
Sports games

Gymnastics
Chess, firing si bowling

3500 – 6000 kcal
(depending on the weight category)

5000 kcal

2000 – 3000 kcal

Macronutrients maintenance
Carbohydrates – 60-65%
Fats – 22-26 %
Proteins – 14 -16 %
Carbohydrates – 56-58 %
Fats – 26-28 %
Proteins – 15-17 %
Carbohydrates – 54 %
Fats – 28 %
Proteins – 18 %
Carbohydrates – 56-58 %
Fats – 26-28 %
Proteins – 16-17 %
Carbohydrates – 46-50 %
Fats – 26-28 %
Proteins – 18-22 %

identical for people who don’t do sports
(which adds to the input in effort)

Chart 1.1. The necessary and the caloric maintenance of sportsmen according to
sports’profile (after Donath-Schuler, 1980)
Another method to estimate the caloric ratio is the one that uses the caloric
input/per hour according on the sportsman’s activity and the quantity and quality of the
performed effort (duration, intensity, complexity), as well as environment factors (medium
altitude, wind) (chart 1.2.).
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Speed and medium trials, gymnastics, swimming, fencing,
boxing, artistic skatting, firing
Throwing, polo, fights, cyclism, sky, basketball, ice hockey,
handball, rugby, canoeing
Athletic long-distance trials

60-65 kcal/kg/hour
70 kcal/kg/hour
75 kcal/kg/hour

Chart 1.2. Caloric input/ hour depending on physical activity
The diet during training must ensure the energetic consumption during the entire
training period, taking into consideration the features of the specific effort, climatics
conditions, sportman’s age and gender (chart 1.3.). Nourishing elements that compose the
sustaining ratio target the increase the muscular and liverish glycogen (especially during
endurance effort) or muscular hipertrophya (when it comes to sports that involve force)
(Apostu M., 2010). Ergotropic ratio (hiperprotein diet) is done by suplimenting the diet with 11,5 g of proteins during 8 weeks, while performing specific trainings that help the development
of muscular mass (4-6 hours/day). The performed studies show an increase in the active mass
with 2-3 kg, in the detriment of fat tissue (though without causing a functional deterioration in
the liver or kidneys), with the help of anabolic stimulus type L-carnitine, arginine aspartate,
vitamin E or B6 (Simonson E., 2000).
Marathon, medum and lond-distance trials,
swimming 200-1500 m, fond sky, biathlon
(resistance sports)
Driving feature: resistance
Caloric input: 4500-5000 kcal
Rowing, canoeing, cyclism (road), speed
skating, alpinism.
Driving
feature:
force,
resistance
(endurance effort prolonged by force)
Caloric input: 5500-6000 kcal
Boxing, judo, handbal, basketball, rugby,
tennis, hockey, polo
Driving feature: speed, force-speed,
resistance and coordination
(intervals prolonged effort)
Caloric input: 5000 kcal
Figure skating, speed skating, alpine
skiing, jumping trials, fencing, speed
athletic trials, cyclism (pist), swimming
(100 m), modern pentathlon, table tennis,
voleyball
Driving feature: force-speed
(anaerobic effort)
Caloric input: 3600-6000 kcal
Weight lifting, throws trials, gymnastics
Driving feature: force
Caloric input: 5000-6000 kcal
Firing, bow, mechanical sports, riding,
bowling
Caloric input: 4500-5000 kcal

a rich in glycogen content is
the
main
factor
in
performance;
increased
carbohydrates rate

60 % carbohydrates
25 % fats
15 % proteins

increased
level
of
carbohydrates and proteins

59 % carbohydrates
24 % fats
17 % proteins

a contain rich in phosphate
elements, carbohydrates and
proteins

54 % carbohydrates
28 % fats
18 % proteins

increased necessary amount
of proteins

52 % carbohydrates
28 % fats
20 % proteins

increaced proteins and fat
rate
Foods rich in carbohydrates
and phosphate proteins, but
poor in fats

42 % carbohydrates
36 % fats
22% proteins
56 % carbohydrates
24 % fats
20 % proteins

Chart 1.3. Diet during training, specific to a certain type of sport
(adapted, after the American Academy of Sciences)
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Conclusions
During the training period, the sustaining diet targets:
 The growth of protein contribution in the following meals that succeed physical effort by
tracking down the increase of the force as well as the general resistance or the organism; the
muscular tissue intensifies the anabolic process during effort (Apostu M., 2010).
 Increasing the diet with carbohydrates, B and C vitamins (as participate of energetic
metabolic paths) for development of general organism’s resistance; it recommends fresh fruits
and vegetables (Apostu M., 2010).
 Up grading the diet with animal phosphate elements (milk, meat) in the end of the training
period (when excercises to improve speed are more frequen). Proteins are metabolized in
glycocol (compound of phosphocreatine that produce ATP) and methionine (it produces
choline, a component of acetylcholine – a chemical mediator in transmitting passing the
nervous influx); gelatin administration is recommended (cartilages are rich in glycocol) and
casein (rich in methionine) during meals before speed effort (as the stimulating effect over the
nervous system can be seen an hour and a half after ingestion) (Rinderu, ET, 2004).
 The food’s weight should not go over 2,5 kg, and caloric procents should be taken into
consideration when mixing products, according to their vegetable or animal provenance (each
meal should be different), as well as the compensation for throphine loss through processing
(fruits and vegetables are served raw processed).
 The daily menu has to contain at least one element based on fibres (7-8 g), with an
enterokinetic effect, the duration of the stomach’s evacuation process being a hold back in
performing any physical activity (this is why it is recommended that there should be a 3-5 hour
break between meals); the sportsman does not start a training with a full stomach, and will
have dinner 2-2,30 hours before going to bed, in order to avoid insomnia or digestive
problems.
 Daily alimentation can be influenced by evironmental temperature (at over 30 degrees C
the appetite drops, and at less than 15 degrees C the intestinal transit is accelerated).
 Achieving satiete is conditioned by the amount of administered food (high in case of
vegetable products and low if the products have animal origin or if they are rafined products –
concentrated).
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FOOTBALL IN THE CURRENT CHILDREN'S VISION OF 8-10
YEARS
Ciolcă Sorin, conf.univ.dr., U.N.E.F.S.
Grigore Gheorghe, lector univ.dr., U.N.E.F.S.
Palade Tudor, prep.univ.drd., U.N.E.F.S.
Abstract
Football has become a phenomenon present extremely complex and
demanding, a fact which requires a scientific approach to preparation and game.
Teaching children playing soccer and their involvement is a highly important
and highly responsible. The coach must have technical knowledge, tactical,
educational, psychological and communication, given the age of the children
with whom they come into contact.
In this context it is very important perspective on children's football
game, the coach, relations with coworkers, the process of preparing and playing,
to arbitration, etc. Children think about these important aspects of football,
plays a decisive role in obtaining good results in the preparation and play. This
idea is supported by the fact that in 8-10 years, children have more years of
organized and systematic training, selection of primary (initial) is accomplished
in football at the age of 5-6 years. Application of a questionnaire for children 810 years, consists of 10 specific questions about certain fundamental issues of
this age of preparation and game design will enable small current players about
the game of football. Questionnaires were applied to three groups of children 810 years of football at the Sportul Studenţesc Center for Children and Junior in
Bucharest, from April to May 2011.
Keywords: training, coach, juvenile football, player, performance
Rezumat
Fotbalul actual a devenit un fenomen extrem de complex şi de pretenţios,
fapt pentru care necesită o abordare ştiinţifică a procesului de pregătire şi joc.
Predarea jocului de fotbal copiilor şi antrenarea acestora reprezintă o activitate
foarte importantă şi de mare răspundere. Antrenorul trebuie să posede
cunoştinţe tehnice, tactice, educaţionale, psihologice şi de comunicare, având în
vedere vârsta copiilor cu care intră în contact.
În acest context este foarte important şi punctul de vedere al copiilor
referitor la jocul de fotbal, la antrenor, la relaţiile cu coechipierii, la procesul de
pregătire şi joc, la arbitraj etc. Părerea copiilor despre aceste aspecte
importante ale fotbalului, are un rol determinant în obţinerea rezultatelor bune
în procesul de pregătire şi joc. Această idee este susţinută şi de faptul că la 8-10
ani, copiii au mai mulţi ani de pregătire organizată şi sistematică, selecţia
primară (iniţială) în fotbal realizându-se la vârsta de 5-6 ani. Aplicarea unui
chestionar copiilor de 8-10 ani, alcătuit din 10 întrebări specifice acestei vârste
despre anumite probleme fundamentale ale procesului de pregătire şi joc, va
permite cunoaşterea concepţiei micilor fotbalişti despre jocul de fotbal actual.
Chestionarele au fost aplicate la 3 grupe de fotbal copii 8-10 ani de la Centrul
de Copii şi Juniori Sportul Studenţesc din Bucureşti, în perioada aprilie – mai
2011.
Cuvinte cheie: antrenament, antrenor, fotbal juvenil, jucător, performanţă
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Introduction
Football has become a phenomenon present extremely complex and demanding, a fact
which requires a scientific approach to preparation and game.
Teaching children playing soccer and their involvement is a highly important and highly
responsible. The coach must have technical knowledge, tactical, educational, psychological
and communication, given the age of the children with whom they come into contact.
In this context it is very important perspective on children's football game, the coach,
relations with coworkers, the process of preparing and playing, to arbitration, etc.
Children think about these important aspects of football, plays a decisive role in obtaining
good results in the preparation and play.
This idea is supported by the fact that in 8-10 years, children have more years of
organized and systematic training, selection of primary (initial) is accomplished in football at
the age of 5-6 years.
Application of a questionnaire for children 8-10 years, consists of 10 specific
questions about.certain fundamental issues of this age of preparation and game design will
enable small current players about the game of football.
Objective
Research highlights the views of children of 8-10 years, football players, about the
important aspects of the game specific to this age, we are inquiring, in particular, issues of
relationship with coach and teammates, training factors, play, regulation and arbitration.
Research Hypothesis
Application of a questionnaire for children 8-10 years, consists of 10 specific questions about
certain fundamental issues of this age of preparation and game design will enable small current
players about the game of football.
Research methods used
We used the following methods of investigation conducted research:
- scientific documentation;
- survey methods – questionnaire: the questionnaire included 10 questions applied to three
types of response is a valid one.
Subjects
Questionnaires were applied to three groups of children 8-10 years of football at the Sportul
Studenţesc Center for Children and Junior in Bucharest, from April to May 2011.
These groups were:
- group of children born in 2001 (16 children) - coach Sorin Ciolcă;
- group of children born in 2002 (22 children) - coach Stavrică Iulian;
- group of children born in 2003 (20 children) - coach Tudor Palade.
Model questionnaire - questions:
1. Which are reasons why you practice the game of football?
a. maintaining health;
b. spectacular game;
c. material advantages.
2. What is the model footballer you appreciate most?
a. serious and hardworking;
b. technical and good thinking;
c. talented.
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3. What is the training factor that we consider most important player to reach?
a. physical training;
b. technical and tactical training;
c. both.
4. What is the relationship between players in football teams?
a. friendship;
b. collegiality;
c. individualism.
5. How the coach should behave with the players?
a. to be strict;
b. to be sympathetic;
c. both
6. How the player should behave with the coach?
a. to be obedient and ambitious;
b. to do more than what he wants;
c. to be responsive and serious.
7. What is important in the official game of the championship?
a. to play well;
b. your team to win;
c. to enroll as many goals.
8. What information is most useful for your work football player?
a. those offered by the trainer;
b. those provided by parents;
c. those offered by others.
9. What most influence the process of preparing and playing in football?
a. training and playing field;
b. equipment players;
c. feeding and resting players.
10. What is your attitude to a wrong decision of the referee during a official game?
a. protest to the referee;
b. do not comment and see the game;
c. ask for coach view.
The results were processed and interpreted as follows:
Question 1:
a. 72%
b. 28%
c. 0%
Graficul întrebării 1

0%
28%

1
2
3

72%

This question most subjects motivated their choice of playing football practice in that it
maintains a state of optimal health, no subject is not thinking at that age in further material
benefits.
Question 2:
a. 55%
b. 40%
c. 5%
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Graficul întrebării 2

5%

1
2
40%

55%

3

More than half of all examined subjects feel that the footballer you need to follow is the
serious, hardworking, and only 5% believe to be talented footballer.
Question 3:
a. 31%
b. 7%
c. 62%
Graficul întrebării 3

31%
1
2
3

62%

7%

This question the subjects considers that both physical training and technical and tactical
training are verry important in the process.
Question 4:
a. 29%
b. 66%
c. 5%
Graficul întrebării 4
5%
29%

1
2
3

66%

Regarding the relationships that develop players in the team, the vast majority believes
that the relationship of collegiality is the most important, have also appreciated the fact that
only 5% of respondents considered the individualism of the game properly.
Question 5:
a.33%
b.38%
c.29%
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Graficul întrebării 5

29%

33%
1
2
3

38%

Similar percentages of value that have achieved this question leads us to conclude that at
this age some children prefer a more demanding coach, instead prefers others who are
sympathetic, and the third group of subjects who prefer them are both demanding and
understanding.
Question 6:
a.64%
b.29%
c.7%
Graficul întrebării 6
7%

29%
1
2
3

64%

On this question the vast majority of subjects is of the opinion that the player must be
obedient and ambitious in its relationship with the coach.
Question 7:
a.40%
b.58%
c.2%
graficul intrebarii 7

2%
40%
1
2
3
58%

Responses to this question reveals a characteristic of this age to say that although they
are aware of the importance of practicing a good game, most children want their team to win.
Question 8:
a.86%
b.9%
c.5%
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Graficul întrebării 8

9%

5%

1
2
3

86%

On this question the vast majority of subjects is of the opinion that relevant information
are provided by the coach.
Question 9:
a.17%
b.14%
c.69%
Graficul întrebării 9

17%

14%

1
2
3

69%

Be aware that nutrition and rest are two of the most important aspects of the training
process is a good thing in sport education of children and the role of coaches is crucial.
Întrebarea 10:
a.9%
b.82%
c.9%
Graficul întrebării 10
9%

9%

1
2
3

82%

On this question the vast majority of subjects considered that the referee's decisions
should not be commented on, everyone must focus on the running game.
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Conclusions
Following processing and interpretation of questionnaires, taking into account most of
recorded answers to each question, we drew the following conclusions:
- especially children playing football practice for maintaining health, and model their favorite
football player is a serious and hardworking;
- physical training, technical and tactical training are the most important factors considered by
small players;
- children's opinion, the football teams at this level, relations between players based on
collegiality, and their coach should be sympathetic;
- Small player to be obedient and ambitious, and in the official league games for children is
important to win a team;
- the most useful information for small players are offered the coach;
- preparation and decisive game is influenced by diet and rest players;
- during the official games at the referee made a bad decision, believes that small players
should not comment and to see their game.
These conclusions are, in summary, small design on football players 8-10 years currently very
important to streamline the process of preparation and play.
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SYSTEMIC ANALYSIS OF SPORTS ACTIVITY
Vasile Marcu, prof. univ. dr., University of Oradea
Sorin Buhaş, prof. drd., The District Direction for Sports and Youth Bihor
Sports and motric performance

Abstract:
This complex social phenomenon – practicing physical activities and sports,
accompanied mankind throughout its evolution. Gradually, based on the
common consciousness and practical needs, theoretical consciousness has
appeared starting from here, appeared the scientific consciousness.
As it is well known, two ways of analysis are characteristic for scientific
research: the first one is the analythical study of the components and elements of
the unit or of the unit itself, and on the other hand appears the necessity to study
the relations and interrelations between the parts of each element, their function,
of the whole as a unit and the corelation between different social and natural
phenomena. These two methods of analysis have evolved with the knowledge
itself, sometimes parallel, sometimes trying to unify the methodology. Is the merit
of accelerated evolution of scientific research, to approach the man as a system
in the middle and under the influence of natural and social systems.2
Rezumat:
Acest fenomen social complex - practicarea exerciţiilor fizice şi a
sportului, a însoţit omenirea de-a lungul întregii sale evoluţii. Treptat, pe baza
conştiinţei comune, din necesităţi practice, a apărut conştiinţa teoretică, iar pe
baza acesteia conştiinţa ştiinţifică.
După cum este bine cunoscut, în ceretarea ştiinţifică apar două modalităţi
de analiză: pe de o parte se situează studierea analitică a elementelor, a părţilor
componente sau chiar a întregului luat ca parte, iar pe de altă parte apare
necesitatea studierii modului de funcţionare, a relaţiilor şi interrelaţiilor fiecărei
părţi al fiecărui element, al întregului ca unitate a corelaţiilor dintre diferite
fenomene naturale sau sociale. Aceste două modalităţi de analiză în cunoaştere
au evoluat odată cu cunoaşterea însăşi, uneori paralel, alteori încercându-se o
unificare metodologică. Este meritul evoluţiei accelerate a cercetării ştiinţifice,
acela de a aborda omul ca pe un sistem în mijlocul şi sub influenţa sistemelor
naturale şi sociale.3
Introduction:
Starting from the natural sciences, systemic analysis was extended also to social science
including the research of organizational system.
Systematic analysis in physical education and sport research is justified by the
existence of physical education and sport as a science, and by the items with which it operates:
system, structure, function. The benefits of systemic analysis are:
- "contributes to a profound analysis of assemblies
- provides an effective tool for investigating structures
2

Marcu, Vasile, 1981, Journal of Physical Education and Sports, no. 8, For a systemic approach in physical education
and sport research, pag.13
3
Marcu, Vasile, 1981, Pentru o abordare sistemică în cercetarea educaţiei fizice şi sportului, Revista Educaţie Fizică
şi Sport, nr.8, pag.13
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- provides an integrating vision, allows establishing relationships between different
systems as analogy and as diversity
- makes possible measuring the social processes, so a starting point for leadership with
management science
- generates a systemic thinking followed by a similar behavior”4
Systemic analysis considers the interdependence of structural and functional elements of
the system, the methodology of this theory is fully applicable to various activities, tools and
analysis techniques being differentiated.
Rigorous scientific vision is the essence of systemic analysis, which is backed by the
analogy of the phenomena and processes also as independent entities but as parts of one whole.
In 1976 M. Drăgănescu, quoted in 1993 by I. Jinga, states that "society is self-governing, its
entries for concepts, materials, energy, information, are mainly self-serviced. Its products, the
outputs are consumed to maintain and develop the society. Of particular interest in a society is
achieving certain objectives and that`s why as society outputs can be regarded its major
objectives.”5
M. Drăgănescu argues that there are two ways of treating the society as a system: a
global one very general, which ignores the detailed structure of society, and a structural one,
which highlights the society systems and relations between them.
A. Gagea susţine că în cercetarea ştiinţifică sistemul este instrument teoretic de
cunoaştere care, dincolo de aspectul structural (ansamblu al unor părţi) are ca utilizare o
destinaţie clară, precum şi un aspect relaţional pregnant. A. Gagea argues that in scientific
research the system is a theoretical instrument of knowledge, which beyond the structural
aspect (assembly of parts), has as use a clear destination and a prominent relational aspect.
Referring to living systems, the author cites C. Neacşu, which defines the whole system as
"that biological evolution organizational system of the system that creates further information."
So far the only system that fully satisfies the condition is the human being. He believes "that
the organization in an integrated system is in two lines - vertically in hierarchical form of
subordination and horizontally in the form of cooperation."6
In the human body there are several systems: nervous, muscular, articular,
respiratory, etc. In C. Neacşu`s opinion quoted by A. Gagea, the unification of the somaticfunctional points of view is more operant in understanding of the biological processes which
are specific for humans, including the psycho-socio-cultural implications. 7
A. Gagea in the same work, gives the following definition of the system: "... is a
theoretical concept (tool) for simplifying the reality, approached to facilitate knowledge and
formed by at least two non-peddling entities and a relationship."
The system has a functional block that can have a real or imaginary correspondent,
one input (x) and one output (y).

Fig.1 A graphical representation of a system by A. Gagea, 1993
According to author entries can be equated with the causes (C) and exits with the
effects (E); the relationship between them has a parameter or variable size (possibly
independent) called condition (S) of the functional block. The system can explain the fact that
4

Mihuleac, Emil, 1999, Management science. Theory and practice, Tempus Publishing House, Bucharest
Apud Jinga, Ion, 1993, Instructional management manual, Didactică şi Pedagogică Publishing House, Bucharest
6
Gagea, Adrian, 1993, Scientific research methodology in physical education and sport, Universul Publishing House,
Bucharest
7
Idem
5
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the same cause may produce different effects, fact that inductive or deductive reasoning can
not do. Introducing between cause and effect a functional block located in a particular state,
the systemic philosophy may complicate the cause-effect relationship, but offers additional
features in the knowledge and reasoning process. The research quality is motivated by the
systemic approach both at the system and subsystems levels, solving a series of complex issues
such as operational and theoretical, not just strategic. A. Gagea appreciate that the systemic
view "gives a different picture, a different meaning, more profound and clear of complicated
concepts such as: stress, fatigue or sporting form."
A case study developed and maintained by A. Gagea, in which the simulation is
one of systemic applications, shows that the advantages offered by systemic reasoning to
classical logical reasoning are obvious.

Fig. 2 Graphical representation of sports preparation process according to A. Gagea, 1993

The logical-mathematical model of the problem is y = F (x-y, S) where F is a
nonlinear function and the independent variable is not x but x-y (the coach decision regarding
the dynamic correction of dosing and iterating the set of means). It requires that the dependent
variable y to be as high. Parameter S has the significance of state for the functional block, but
it suggests also the idea of individual reactivity of the sportsman body.
Customizing the features of the logical-mathematical model based on prior
knowledge, it is evident that the sportsman subjected to a growing effort will only get in
reasonable limits a proportional increase of the desired results; only a certain dosage and
repetition will produce the higher rate of progress.
D. Colibaba and I. Bota, arguing the preparation way of the modeling systems,
provide solutions to instructional issues from the vision of systems theory, as follows:
• correlation between the institutional system and the training process
• offensive and defensive systems of a team
• systemic vision of the game itself
• systemic vision of the player model
• systemic vision of the formative model of sportsman personality
The systemic analysis is the basis for the performant management because it offers in
the decisional process context the possibility to evaluate the parts (subsystems) not just the
system.8
The systemic analysis in the management of the physical education and sports
(open system) makes possible decisions based on available resources and trends, taking into
account all previous experience.
8

Colibaba, E. Dumitru, Bota, Ioan, 1998, Sports games, theory and methodology, Aldrin Publishing House, Bucharest
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Situational approach “is an extension of systemic elaboration" which introduces a
new parameter and highlights tha fact that the diversity of "size, objects, operations,
technology, personnel structure" makes it almost impossible and inadvisable to use the "single
decision rules that can be functional in all situations. Therefore in the study and application of
the management the situational approach is logical." 9
The academician Mircea Maliţa quoted by Vasile Marcu "launches the idea of
management and society organization as science " which he called ORTID10 after the initials of
the themes.

FEEDBACK

O – objectives
R – resources (human and material ones)
T – transformation of the resources in objects
I – integration
D – development

According to the theory of Mircea Maliţa to know a system is necessary to discover
and study all of its component elements and also the interrelations between them and between
them and the systems under or oversized.11
After O. Nicolescu ORTID technique "comprises a set of processes used in the
selection of the issues with which the organization is faced according to their importance in
terms of criteria represented by goals, resources, transformation, integration and development"
12

Paul Constantinescu argues that defining a system from reality, distinguishing
between real and ideal systems, can be made as follows:
 a set of items and / or subsystems E
 a set of internal relations (Ri) between elements and / or subsystems E and a set of
external relations (Re) between elements from set E and elements of the environment
 the three sets E, Ri, Re, despite having invariant aspects, have a dynamic nature,
random, time varying
 the finality associated with its synergy (the purpose and objectives of the system)
Finality ensures individuality and characterization of each system, being materialized
in nature by the laws of nature. In the social systems the purpose is designed by people using
or diminishing the effects of objective laws.13
Paul Constantinescu formulates the theory "every subsystem is a system" given that
any subsystem meets the conditions for the system definition as follows:
 the set of elements of the subsystem (e) belongs to the set of elements of the
system (E)
 the set of internal relations (ri) belongs to the set of internal relations of the
system (Ri) and the set of external relations (re) of the subsystem belongs to
the set of external relations (Re) of the system and partially to the set of
internal relations (Ri)
 e, ri, re have time-varying characteristics
 the finality of the subsystem is subordinate to the one of the system

9

Dumbravă, Ionel, 2001 General management, Publishing House Fundaţiei România de mâine, Bucharest
Apud Marcu, Vasile, 1995, Theoretical foundation of exercise in physical therapy, University of Oradea Publishing
House
11
Maliţa, Mircea, 1976, The chronic of year 2000, Political Publishing House, Bucharest
12
Nicolescu, Ovidiu, 2000, Systems, methods and management techniques of the organization, Economical Publishng
House, Bucharest
13
Constantinescu, Paul, 1983, Modelling the genesis and development of uniform systems, Technical Publishing
House, Bucharest
10
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The degree of subordination of the subsystem finality to the system finality reflects on
one hand the intensity between them and on the other hand between the subsystems (elements)
and the global system. 14
The systemic approach in studying the national physical education and sport
management is justified both by its complexity and by the structure finalities specificity which
shapes the system.
Diversity in complexity of the phenomenon of physical education and sport, the
multitude of adjacent and subordinate relations, binds the researcher to a constant search and
adequacy of the investigation resources and the approach in systemic conception facilitates and
gives the demarche consistency and coherence. The systemic approach is sustained by two
main concepts. The first would be that we can decode the specific role and mutual influence
between the physical education and sport domain regarded as a subsystem and other
components of the social system. The second concept of this approach is that regarding the
field of physical education and sport as a system, we can emphasize " its internal structure
(elements and internal relations), its essence (internal relations and external relations) and
especially its purpose both in their invariant character and in their historical dynamics of
moment or perspective. "15
Marolicaru Mariana says that "we can speak of a physical education system only
after the Education Law in 1948." 16. The physical education and sports system has two
branches in the opinion of the author: the physical education subsystem and sports activity
subsystem (Fig. 5). Each subsystem treated as a system is composed of subsystems, the
systematic subordination being evidenced to the level of the element (group, class).

Fig. 3 The system of physical education and sport by Mariana Marolicaru, 1992

14

Constantinescu, Paul, 1990, The sinergy and the genesis of the systems, Technical Publishing House, Bucharest
Constantinescu, Paul, 1990, The sinergy and the genesis of the systems, Technical Publishing House, Bucharest
Marolicaru, Mariana, 1992, Systemic approach in physical education, University of Cluj-Napoca Publishing House,
Cluj-Napoca
15
16
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Mariana Marolicaru highlights the following characteristics of the physical
education
and sport system:
- is national in form and scientific in content
- has an ideology that leads to its purpose
- has a methodical base
- has an organizational base
- has a material basis17
The author gives a definition as it follows: "the system of physical education and
sport represents the unit of them as well as of ideological and scientific-methodical bases for
physical improvement and psycho-motor ability of citizens under the immediate and future
social needs."
George Cârstea defines the romanian physical education and sports system as it
follows: "through physical education and sport system can be understood the essembly of all
organizational units and the content of their activity correlativlly designed at national level to
improve physical development and motor ability and of all population categories in line with
the priorities required by the social command."18
Adrian Dragnea underlines the determination of the national physical education and
sport system by "the social system concept in which it works" and by "international, global or
zonal orientation regarding the aims of the two types of activities: physical education and
sport." In our country, physical education and sports organization and physical education and
sport activities have a systemic structure.

Fig. 4 Physical education and sport organization in Romania by Adrian Dragnea, 2000
17

Idem
Cârstea, George, 1993 Theory and Methodology of Physical Education and Sport, Universul Publishing House,
Bucharest, p.34
18
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Fig. 5 The systemic structure of physical education and sports
activity after Adrian Dragnea, 2000

The requirements outlined by the author for "efficiency and integration in the social
system” are:
 clear specification of the goals, aims, finalities, final and intermediate objectives
of the integrated system and its subsystems
 delimitation of the physical education and sports system structure or institutions,
bodies, organisations designed to achieve the objectives of the system (Fig. 6)
 specification of the legislative framework for the system operation
 funding sources
 specialists
 the material base or patrimony
The author proposes the following organization principles for the physical
education
and sport system:
 ensuring continuous and simultaneous participation in physical exercise among all
population
 differentiation of physical education and sport activities according to the preferences
and skills
 the principle of leadership unity, responsibility and professional competence
 the principle of increasing efficiency in physical education and sport19
19

Dragnea, Adrian, Iancu Horaţiu, 2000, Theory of physical education and sport, ANEFS, Bucharest
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The national system of physical education and sports, component of the social suprasystem, is a set of elements in interaction, with structure, objectives and functions, with a high
degree of identification.
"As specific subsystems integrated in social systems, the educational systems have
become more complicated and more difficult to master and indirect educational outcomes
much more difficult to predict and evaluate. Culture interdependence increase has and must
have an impact on the aims and education contents; in scientific-cultural and educational
competition that takes place in these decades, every country observes each others strategies
and obtained performances to avoid increasing the gap between them. "20
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Abstract:
From 5 April 1896 until now held the XXIX Olympic Games. In 2012
London is the XXX edition of the modern Olympic Games. We emphasize that
in this period the world was (and is) in a permanent changing. We cite a few of
them: for example, two world wars that have influenced human history in a
negative way, strong social unrest, represented both the appearance and
disappearance of communist regimes, the territorial and state changes, for
example in this sense is the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany and the former
Yugoslavia.
Keywords: athletics, performance, equipment
Rezumat:
Din 5 aprilie 1896 până in prezent au avut loc XXIX de ediţii ale
Jocurilor Olimpice. În 2012 la Londra urmează a XXX a ediţie a Jocurilor
Olimpice moderne. Putem sublinia faptul că in această perioadă lumea a fost
(şi este) intr-o permanentă schimbare. Putem menţiona doar câteva dintre ele:
de exemplu, două războaie mondiale ce au influenţat in sens negativ istoria
omenirii, puternicele frământări sociale, reprezentate atât de apariţia cât şi
dispariţia regimurilor de tip comunist, de modificările teritoriale şi statale,
exemplu in acest sens fiind Cehia, Slovacia, Germania şi fosta Iugoslavie.
Aceste evenimente marcante in viaţa omenirii au influenţat in mod direct
Jocurile Olimpice şi competiţiile de atletism în general.
Cuvinte cheie: atletism, performanţe, echipament

Introduction:
These remarkable events in human life, directly influenced the Olympic Games
athletics competitions in general. Another positive aspect from this period is the scientific and
technical development in a dyzzling rithm:
 the steam engine invented now, the plane, the jet engine;
 the humanity win the war with space, sending the first man on the moon;

is develop nuclear field;

the computer appears and grows exponentially in the field of computer and cyber
pace.
All this had a direct impact on sports competitions during the Olympic Games time by
default. Olympic Games and beyond, in the same period known explosive growth in all aspects
such as:
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increasing the number of competitive athletes and events from a race to another,
from one edition to another;
 radio and television appearance, which allowed transmission of races all over the
world
The records are now knocking at which neither dream in 1896, the most obvious
example being the jamaican Hussein Bolt who runs hundred meters in 9.58 seconds.
Our study is based on a distribution in time of major events that have marked the
evolution of athletic records in parallel with the improvement of specific materials and
equipment.
The abundance of information has led us to orient ourselves in highlighting these
issues, selecting samples from the three large groups of athletes (running, jumping, throwing),
namely: two samples of jumps (pole and height), a sample of throws (javelin) and a sample
sprint (100m).
Research methods used in our research
The method used throughout the study, has been the documentation, which was the
main means of information by studying books, magazines and directories with technical
results.
For the present study we took the following working hypothesis - the results of a
study on international developments in athletics, in parallel with the evolution of competitive
devices and materials, can result in specific predictions regarding the establishment of new
World and Olympic records in athletic events.
The first modern edition of athletic competitions held in 1896 in Athens, in the marble
stadium built specifically for this purpose on an old ancient stadium. The longness of trak was
333.3 m but it should be noted that the straight line was 130 m (Ababei, C.2007).
In this edition took place only races on 100m and 400 m speed running , the 200 m
being introduced in the next edition. The first Olympic champion was Thomas Burke, who
won both titles.
In Paris in 1900, races were held on a track with a distance of 500 m. Two athletes,
Arthur Dufey and Maxey Long raises the value of the races through their participation in the
sprint events.
The sample of 400 gave rise to discussion and was the subject of complaints
requiring reruning of the final. What happened? As is known, 400 m races where not running
on lanes, leaving all competitors in block. After rigor series in the final are qualifyied more
runners from the U.S. and one from England.The americans to be sure of victory, prevented
the English while running , thus facilitating Carpenter's victory with 47.4 / 5, it embarrassed
the Halswell (England) during the race. The British demand the decision of the appeal jury
who decide the running once again of the race. The americans runners don't accept the decision
and refuse to run once again. So that Halswell runs alone just 50.0 , winning the Olympic title
(Colinon, M., 1960).
At Antwerp, in 1920, the central figure of the sprint events was famousNorth
American sprinter Charles Padok , who won Olympic 100m Champion in 10.4 / 5 in front of
compatriot Kirskey Morris, whom he beat by only 30 cm and it finished or because of
curiosity.
Paddok make a kind of jumping the finish line as a separation. Paddok is also
responsable for departure with starting-blocks technique which revolutionized the departure a
start appreciably further developments. The new technique of starting in a sprint race, was
implemented by two American experts, George Bresnahan and William Tuttle in 1927.
The two have made a series of researches which showed that using of starting-blocks
gives an improvement of 0.34 in comparation with the pits start.
In running races, the first electric synchronization attempt sprint racing dates from
1930. Synchronization technology has been improved so quickly that in 1977 the IAAF
decided to approve only the world record results electronically timed. Photo finish (used at the
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Olympics in 1932) allowed a better assessment of very close races. Today can be detected by
the photo finish of a thousandth of a second margin.Use shoes with nails, since 1922, also led
to continuous improvement in performance.
The introduction of synthetic tracks obtained helps improve sprint runners and
beyond.
The first world record of 100 yards on a synthetic track dates from 1963 and belongs
to Bob Hayes (9.1 sec.), While in 1968 Mexico Olympics, Jim Hines broke the 100m world
record 9.9 sec. Today, the world record belongs Usein Bolt from Jamaica with a stunning time
of 9.58 sec. Other important events:
 1972: The first video timing system; •
 1992: Ensemble Scan-o-vision of the Barcelona Olympic Games allows a high
precision recording (1 / 1000 second).
Regarding pole vault, the real competition of this kind of events, organized by the
Celts at their games. The event has disappeared in the Middle Ages, but we can find traces of
the practice in 1824 in Ireland.
The first record is recorded in 1866 by Englishman John Wheeler passing 3.05 m,
using a wooden pole. At that time, use fir, ash, cranberry and chestnut. Bamboo is only around
1900, when the buffer was created, which does not require the use of drill fitted with nails.
The american Gilbert first used in 1908, a bamboo pole, which he held for nearly 40
years. The american Cornelius Waemerdam was the last recordman the world to use such
material. He pass from a 4.77 m in an outdoor competition in 1942, then 4.78 m, the in hall
1943. Unfortunately, because of the war, was never Olympic champion.
The Second World War causes difficulties in the supply of quality poles. Rods from
the plant material is replaced with metal ones, which have the advantage of special mechanical
properties. It is used strongaluminium, copper and aluminum alloy properties limited, but with
the possibility of serial production.
In 1948 makes his appearance in the metal rod, lighter and more durable. Don Bragg,,
succeeded in 1960, a jump of 4.80 m.
Then, in 1961 the United States are used laminated fiberglass poles, which are
revolutionizing the discipline. More flexible, they allow more efficient use of leverage, which
leads to a faster progression of the performance. Improving landing mattress allows athletes to
take greater risks. From 4.80 m in 1960, quickly reaching record 5.49 m in 1970 and 6.14 in
1994, conducted by Sergey Bubka performance and still unrivaled.
Javelin Throw was present at the Olympic Games since 708 BC. H., in two forms:
throwing at a target and distance throwing. Javelin was made of olive wood and measure
between 2.30 m and 2.40 m, weight 400 g.
Scandinavians have adopted this event at 1780, after which the javelin became a
symbol of national independence of Finland. Made from hickory wood, javelin measure 2.60
m and weighed 800 g. replaced free throw techniques antique roll model.
Javelin is popularized in the 1870 by Nordics (Sweden) and German. In 1891, Fellmar
won the Stockholm event with 37.82 m with no slack. Slowly, the momentum is allowed and is
throwing with both arms. In 1906 only considers the best throwing arm.
In 1953, in United States is invented a hollow javelin, which increases the area by
27%, which significantly increase flight capacity javelin. By this, javelin throw has been
revolutionized. (Greuze, A., 1968) In 1954 it made a metal version of the javelin, which can be
thrown farther.
In 1966, Spaniard Felix Erausquin throw more than 100 meters, using a rotation
technique is prohibited by the IAAF, which they consider too dangerous. 100 m limit is
exceeded again in 1984 by Uwe Hohn. IAAF sets new rules for the construction of the javelin,
to ensure a shorter flight time and a top landing, which would give greater certainty and to
facilitate measurements.
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From 1 April 1986, the 800 g javelin will have its center of gravity shifted 4 cm to the
top, to reduce lift (the distance is reduced by 10%). In 1996, Jan Zelezny (Czech Republic)
conducted nine one performance with the javelin 98.48 meters, a result is still the world record
of the javelin throw.
Jump height. Although we have few written testimonies, it seems that in 1470 they
were jumping competitions held at local festivals Augsbourg. The real event development
begins in the nineteenth century, first in German military schools, then in England, where Alec
Wilson in 1827 exceeded the height of 1.57 m. Since then, the sample will evolve
progressively:
In 1890, Englishman G. Brooks manages a jump of 1.80 meters, simple scissor,
moving first free kick over the bar. the american Sweeney invented scissors jump, twist
inwards, and, on 21 September 1895, passing over the bar located at 1.97 m. In 1912, Georges
Horine Sweeney's record improves to a jump of 2.05 m.
In 1936, the american Dave Albutton with a jump on the belly (ventral), salt 2.11 m
and thus establishes a new world record. In 1954, the Swede Bengt Nilsson adopt ventral jump
plunge. In 1957, Valery Brumel ventral style and refine the Russian school. Technician fine
Brumel will set a new world record by jumping 2.28 m.
But in Mexico, in 1968, another athlete was to revolutionize the high jump: Dick
Fosbury wins with a jump of 2.24 meters, world record has not been exceeded, but Fosbury's
style was very innovative : Running with circular momentum followed by a impulset with his
back to the bar, then a twist, this style will be called the „Fosbury – Flop”; This became
possible also due to land sector, now consists of mattresses, which were allowed to land on the
shoulder blades (Pariente, R., 1997)
If in 1972, in Munich, most ventral style jumper yet adopted, since the Moscow
Olympics in 1980, almost all athletes take style fosbury. Most sample of 2.45 m, it still has
style, Cuban Javier Sotomayor in 1993.
Conclusions
The emergence of computer development resulted in exponential rithm of computer
and cyber domain, which allowed a continuous improvement process training, the technique of
execution and competition for materials and equipment. On the other hand, the pharmaceutical
industry has an important role in achieving the current performance.
At the same time, true-born industries, whose financial interests are increasingly
present. Because of this, sports equipment companies increasingly invest more in research
results as sports.
Given these issues, we anticipate that will improve performance in athletics is
permanent but not solely to improve the competition materials, but mainly on account of
research in the field of genetics, the biomechanics, psychology, physiology of, in other words ,
based on research carried out today in all areas in which sport has different connections.
As a general conclusion we can say that our study partially confirmed this hypothesis
in the sense that revealed that performance in athletics have reached levels unimaginable a few
years ago, due primarily scientific-technical development.
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Abstract:
Turns represent important elements in training high performance swimmers.
When turns are performed in an efficient manner, they may provide an optimum
way for sportsmen in achieving good timing, but, their slow execution revealing
errors of technique may also restrain performance. In swimming, the role of the
turn consists in changing the sportsman’s movement direction, under the
circumstances provided by the relevant regulation for each technique, keeping
the optimum speed during the race. Experts appreciate that turns represent
important aspects in influencing the dynamics of the race; aspects which are
attentively monitored by referees during the competitions and which provide the
swimmers’ flow during the competition.
Initially, turns were performed by simply stroking the wall of the pool with
the hand; meanwhile, the body was oriented towards the new direction in order
to continue swimming in the opposite way. For the crawl technique, the first
“modern” turning was performed by Johny Weissmuller in 1922. This turning
technique has replaced palm hold on the pool wall with a forward rolling
movement. The sportsman’s body tucks, does a forward flip, the turn being
performed underwater. Gradually, this technique suffered modifications and
improvements until it reached the current form.
Key words: swimming, swimming turns drills, timing / performance
Rezumat:
Întoarcerile reprezintă elemente importante în cadrul pregătirii înotătorilor
de performanţă. Ele pot să-i ajute pe sportivi să realizeze timpi buni în cursă
atunci când sunt executate eficient, dar pot să dăuneze performanţei în cazul în
care sunt efectuate lent şi cu greşeli de tehnică.
La înot, scopul întoarcerii este acela de a schimba direcţia de deplasare a
sportivului, în condiţiile prevăzute de regulament pentru fiecare procedeu în
parte, păstrând viteza optimă a cursei.
Specialiştii apreciază că întoarcerile sunt elemente important în dinamica
cursei, elemente atent supravegheate de arbitrii în competiţii şi care îi ajută pe
înotători să nu întrerupă întrecerea.
La început, întoarcerile se executau prin simpla atingere cu mana a peretelui
bazinului, timp în care corpul se orienta spre noua direcţie pentru a continua
înotul în sens opus. Pentru procedeul craul, prima formă de întoarcere
„modernă” a fost executată de Johny Weissmuller în anul 1922. Această tehnică
de întoarcere a înlocuit sprijinirea palmei pe peretele bazinului cu o mişcare de
rostogolire spre înainte. Corpul sportivului se ghemuia, întoarcerea fiind
executată sub apă. Treptat, această tehnică a suferit modificări şi îmbunătăţiri
până să ajungă la forma de astăzi.
Cuvinte cheie: înot, antrenament specific de întoarceri, timpi / performanţă
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Introduction
Nowadays, field literature describing the swimming technique for the crawl style
suggests the existence of two types of turns: simple turn and tumble turn (“flip” or forward
leap).
Regardless the technique employed, the turn includes four stages: wall attack,
proper turn, pushing away from the wall and underwater motion and exiting from the
water.
1.for the simple turn, the execution technique implies:
- wall attack – the sportsman approaches, face down, the pool wall; the last arm is
stretched and touches the wall;
- proper turn – the body tucks and while performing a flip the it is oriented in
streamline, with the soles of the feet on the pool wall; after touching the wall, the arm is swung
straight up and the body is submerged;
- pushing away from the wall – the body is pushed off the wall with both legs; the
arms meet at the front along the side of the body and the head posture is face down, the chin
going toward the chest;
- underwater motion and exit from the water – the legs start to move under the
water (butterfly legs). The body will rise and an arm starts the aquatic motion which allows
fast swinging over the surface of the water. The regulation allows, after turning, 15 m
underwater.
2.tumble turn is the most frequently applied stroke in freestyle (crawl). It is a faster
turn due to the fact that the hand does not touch the wall (the contact with the wall is made by
the legs), thus, swimmers gain time. The execution technique includes:
- wall attack – to about 2m distance from the wall, the attack arm performs a powerful
stroke simultaneously with bringing the chin and the head toward the chest; the other arm is
stretched along the side of the body (see figure 1);
Figure 1

- proper turn – it is initiated with a forward somersault, bringing the legs over the
water in tuck-like position and throwing the soles on the pool wall; the body performs a half
turn around the longitudinal axis in order to recover the face-down position, parallel to the
bottom of the pool; the soles are placed on the pool wall, legs are flexed and the swimmer is
underwater (see figure 2);
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Figure 2

- pushing away from the wall - it involves a powerful push against the wall, arms
extended straight forward and the chin is brought toward the chest; (see figure 3);
Figure 3

- underwater motion and exit to the surface of the water – the legs begin to work
under the water (crawl or butterfly kick), the body rises and an arm initiates the aquatic motion
which allows fast return to the surface. The regulation allows, following the turn, 15 m under
the water.
Two decades ago, the tumble turn was also introduced for backstroke swimming style.
According to the old regulation, a swimmer performing backstroke trials should reach the pool
wall with his hand, while his body is rotated to less than 90 degrees towards the horizontal
line. Certain swimmers have discovered that turns are performed faster if the body reverses
sideways to almost 90 degrees, touching the wall with their hand; they execute a flip forward
followed by a hard push off from the wall with their feet. FINA has changed the regulation
allowing the swimmers reverse completely on their chest before touching the wall with the
feet, improving thus the speed for the backstroke trials.
Purpose. The present paper aims at revealing the important role played by turns in
swimmers’ training, implicitly, in achieving a better timing during the races.
Premises. This research started from the premise that turns represent important
elements in high performance swimming training. An effective turn leads to the achievement
of a better timing in race.
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Another premise – turn training is focused on the consolidation and on the improvement
of the performance implying: accelerated motion before turning, short contact with the wall,
powerful push off from the wall, underwater stroke achieved through effective feet motion (on
the swimming length following the push off from the wall).
Hypothesis. The introduction of specific turn drills within the swimmers’ training
program meant to support the education of speed-up skills required on the last meters before
the proper turn, the consolidation and the improvement of proper turn technique and,
implicitly, the achievement of a better timing during the competition represents the basic
hypothesis of the present study.
Research Methods. In order to achieve this study, we have applied the following
research methods:
- the bibliography study – the study of field literature providing us the necessary theory
basis;
- the observation – this method has been applied during the training programs which
were adequate for the present study;
- the experiment method – it represents the main method applied for achieving the
research and its purpose was to confirm or to infirm the hypothesis;
- the test method – it is used to emphasize the evolution;
- the statistical-mathematical method applied for data processing – we have calculated
the arithmetic mean, the standard deviation, the standard error, the trust interval, the
significance threshold, ‘t’ test (Student) applied on pairs of swimmers, the Levene test.
- Data chart method – providing a complete analysis of results achieved during the
research period.
Experiment Content. The experiment has been developed within the National Sports
Complex “Lia Manoliu”, in Bucharest. For a better development, we have required the support
of specialists from the National Research Institute for Sport, who have facilitated the
sportsman’s experimental background.
Subject. The research consisted in a case study developed as an interpretative
observational experiment developed on one single sportsman HC, born in 1993. We have
chosen one junior sportsman because, to junior swimmers, errors in turn technique are more
obvious. The same issues are encountered more or less to senior swimmers.
The sportsman selection has considered the following criteria:
- to prove rhythmicity during the training lessons;
- to be led by performance objectives meant to stimulate his active involvement in
training;
- to be a disciplined sportsman, who should promptly answers the requirements
imposed by the training drill.
Research Steps. In order to complete the research, we have worked supplementary
hours with our swimmer, the training being focused on the consolidation and the improvement
of the turn technique for the front crawl stroke. These training drills have been performed apart
from the sessions registered according to the training plan.
All the ideas and principles for the turn training belong to univ. PhD. Pierre J. de
Hillerin, Manager Director of the National Research Institute for Sport.
The research has evolved in 3 steps:
- 1st step – January 2009; it includes the initial testing of the control trial and the
preliminary training period;
- 2nd step – January 2009 – February 2010; training program application; an
intermediary verification was held in June 2009;
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- 3rd step – February 2010; the final testing; the pre-competition period included in the
training program.
Control Tests. In order to verify the study hypothesis, encouraged by the specialists of
the National Research Institute for Sport, we have applied, at the beginning of the training
period, a trial consisting in a series of turns including six “pool lengths” of 21 m each.
The specialists working for the National Research Institute for Sport have described the
working methodology: “a separating plate has been introduced into the pool, to 21 m distance
from the pool wall, and it has been fixed between two cords separating the lanes. It has been
chosen a distance, different from 25 m, in order to avoid the generation of the idea of training
for competition in 25m pools. As well, this option allows the division of the working distance
into 3 equal segments (one segment for swimming during the race and 2 segments for
turning)”. The 21m distance pool was “divided by means of certain milestones (fixed on the
edge of the pool): 7m – the middle part (swimming distance during the race) and 7 m to each
extremity, from the two milestones towards the wall and the separating plate (the distance
necessary for the performance of the proper turning technique)” – after S. Ionescu, C. Ignat, R.
Bidiugan, 2008.
To conclude, a series of turns includes the following stages: the start; the speed up on
the last 7 m; the proper turn consisting in the wall attack, the tumble, the contact with the wall
and, finally, the push off from the wall; the regular swimming following after the turn (a new
pool length).
This testing has indicated different timing for the 3 segments of 7 m of the pool, in
addition, the speed for initiating the turn, the swimming speed on the middle segment and the
speed for exiting the turn.
The testing systems, as well as the training program for turns, have been conceived for
the crawl stroke. We have chosen this swimming stroke due to the fact that it is frequently
employed during competitions as it counts 6 trials. Another reason for this selection is the fact
that the sportsman proposed for this study competes for the crawl trials.
Results. The results achieved to the initial testing are illustrated in table no 1 and
graphically represented in chart 1:

Table 1. Results to the initial testing

t1

v1

t2

v2

t3

v3

t4

1

0

4.87

1.436

1.39

6.49

1.93

10.126

2

10.126

1.81

13.984

1.56

18.467

1.45

23.284

3

23.284

1.87

27.018

1.61

31.369

1.57

35.819

4

35.819

1.81

39.68

1.51

44.328

1.31

49.672

5

49.672

2.18

52.879

1.41

57.852

1.21

63.636

6

63.636

2.5

66.439

1.41

71.417

1.2

77.235

Where:
“t1, t4 represent the moments when the sportsman touches the pool wall, respectively,
the plate (the sportsman starts at t1, swims past the first milestone t2, then the second
milestone t3 and touches the plate at t4, which becomes the time for the next pool length; this
cycle will repeat 5 times);
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v1 represents the speed for exiting the turn (its value is given by the ratio between the
distance from the wall to the milestone – 7m and the time recorded by the sportsman for
achieving this distance);
t2, t3 are registered for each pool length and represent the moments when the sportsman
reaches the two milestones;
v2 indicates the race speed developed by the sportsman on the middle segment
(between the two milestones);
v3 is the speed for initiating the turn (its value is given by the ratio between the distance
from the milestone to the end of the pool – 7m and the time registered by the sportsman for
achieving this distance)” - after S. Ionescu, C. Ignat, R. Bidiugan, 2008.
Chart 1

speed value / value

S wimming speed - initial testing
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

V1
V2
V3

1

2

3

4

5

6

pool number

Where:
- v1 = the speed for exiting the turn
- v2 = the speed of the race
- v3 = the speed for initiating the turn
According to chart 1, swimming speeds recorded by the sportsman are represented for
each segment preset for the turn training. The chart configures the sportsman’s first turn
training (the initial testing). The first value of the speed for exiting the turn (v1) represents the
start. One may notice the fact that the speeds for initiating the turn (v3) generally indicate
lower values than race speeds (v2), which means a slowdown of the rhythm when initiating the
turn. The speeds for exiting the turn (v1) indicate higher values than the race speeds, but there
are no significant differences.
The sportsman has been submitted to 13 months of training, in water, as well as on
the ground, the trainer using all necessary means he applies in training his sportsmen.
In addition to the regular training sessions, we have integrated within the training
program the turn drills once a week, under the same circumstances, mentioned above, as the
initial testing.
To 5 months from the initial testing (June 2008), an intermediary verification has
been held, the sportsman been submitted to the same test, in order to evaluate his level of
training at that moment.
The results achieved by the swimmer are indicated in table 2 and graphically
represented in chart 2:
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Table 2. Results to the intermediary testing
t1

v1

t2

v2

t3

v3

t4

1

0

3.42

2.336

1.54

8.199

1.41

13.877

2

13.877

1.39

19.647

1.65

25.087

1.56

30.213

3

30.213

1.81

34.636

1.42

40.976

1.24

47.405

4

47.405

1.38

53.198

1.38

59.707

1.52

64.956

5

64.956

1.95

69.061

1.3

76.004

1.26

82.332

6

82.332

1.4

88.065

1.39

94.555

1.66

99.363

Chart 2

Swimming speeds - intermediary testing

speed value/ value
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where:
- v1 = the speed for exiting the turn
- v2 = the speed of the race
- v3 = the speed for initiating the turn
Swimming speeds recorded by the sportsman to the intermediary verification from June
2008 are represented in chart 2. As compared to the first period of training submitted to the
study, during this second period, one may notice that the speed for initiating the turn registers,
in certain points, higher or almost equal values to the race speed. These aspects confirm the
fact that the sportsman acquired skills of accelerating before turning.
The experiment has continued. The final testing occurred in February 2009 – the
pre-competition period. It consisted in a new series of turns performed similarly as to the other
two testing. Table 3 and chart 3 present the results achieved by the sportsman.
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Table 3. Results to the final testing

t1

v1

t2

v2

t3

v3

t4

1

0

4.08

1.714

1.4

6.703

1.44

11.556

2

11.556

1.8

15.438

1.22

21.177

1.72

25.257

3

25.257

2.04

28.696

1.2

34.522

1.31

39.864

4

39.864

1.64

44.141

1.18

50.088

1.49

54.794

5

54.794

2.17

58.015

1.15

64.108

1.26

69.653

6

69.653

1.67

73.843

1.13

80.047

1.44

84.916

Chart 3

swimming speeds - final testing
5

speed value / value
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6

pool number

where:
- v1 = the speed for exiting the turn
- v2 = the speed of the race
- v3 = the speed for initiating the turn
Swimming speeds achieved by the sportsman to the final testing, February 2009, are
provided in chart 3. During this training, one may observe that the speed for initiating the turn
(v3) registers higher values than those of race speed (v2). Therefore, we may affirm that for
this last testing, the sportsman has performed a series of proper turns and acquired skills for
accelerating before turning.
Statistical – Mathematical Applied Indicators
In order to interpret the timing achieved by the sportsman to the three testing, we have
processed data by means of the statistical-mathematical method. Considering this method, we
have applied the following parameters:
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1.Arithmetic mean –calculated according to the following formula:

X 

x
n

X - the arithmetic mean
∑ - the addition operator
x – the variable
2. Standard deviation is a statistical coefficient indicating the degree of homogeneity of
the group. It is calculated according the formula:
where:

S 
where:

 fd

2

n 1
S – the standard deviation
f – the frequency

d – the simple deviation (x – x )
3. “t” test for pairs of swimmers. This test is applied for examining the effects of the
independent variable (turn training drills) over one or more dependent variables (timing /
recorded speeds). It also considers the average values achieved, comparing the evolution of
pairs including two test items.
4. Standard error is an estimation of the standard deviation of undertaken
measurements. It is applied in order to build trust limits around the mean of the test item.
5. Trust limits of the average value define the potential values for one parameter of the
population, according to the volume of the test item and to the standard error value. The trust
limits of the population average define the trust interval for the population average considering
the test item average.
The most frequently applied trust limits indicate 95%, thus, the probability that the
unknown value of the population average exists between these limits is of 95%, and outside
them of 5%.
6. Levene test of equality between variants checks whether standard deviations attained
by the two groups are significantly distinct. If the significance level for this test indicates a low
value (ex. Sig. < 0.05), then distinct, incompatible variants are applied. If this level is high (ex.
Sig. > 0.05), then variants are homogenous.
The calculation of these statistical-mathematical parameters has been undertaken
by means of SPSS software (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). The software is an
application for processing statistical data, focused on data operation and analysis, including
data search and summarizing techniques, as well as the investigation and testing of correlations
between a set of variables.
Results Interpretation
T Test for Pair Test Items
As our study indicates the case of repeated measurements of the speed on three
dimensions – speed for exiting the turn (v1), race speed (v2), speed for initiating the turn (v3),
for a statistical processing of data, we have considered appropriate the use of the “T test for
pair test items” (see table 4).
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Table 4. T Test for pair test items

Differences pair test items
95% Trust
interval

T test for pair test items

ean

air 1

difv3v2initial difv3v2intermediary

.03

air 2

difv3v2intermediary difv3v2final

.24

air 3
air 4
air 5

difv3v2initial difv3v2final
v2initial v2intermediary
v3initial v3intermediary
v2intermediary - v2final

air 6

.27
04
00
23

v3intermediary - v3final
air 7

.00
v2initial - v2final

air 8

27
v3initial - v3final

air 9

00

Standard
deviation

tandar
d error
Lower limit

Upper limit

Fredom
degree

Sig.
significance

.41

17

-.46

.40

.19

5

.86

.20

08

-.44

-.03

3.01

5

.03

.41

17

-.70

.16

.59

5

.17

.13

05

-.10

.17

64

5

.55

.36

15

-.37

.38

02

5

.98

.11

04

.12

.34

.38

5

.00

.13

05

-.13

.13

.032

5

.98

.15

06

.11

.42

.50

5

.01

.31

13

-.32

.32

013

5

.99

The present research objective consists in the study of the influence manifested by the
turn specific training drills over the education of the speed registered when initiating the turn
(v3) and over the differences between the speeds for initiating the turn (v3) and during the race
(v2). The three categories of collected data defined by the initial, intermediary and final
intervals are dependent on one another considering the following aspects: training continuity,
test trial having a pre-determined periodicity.
The dependent variable is constituted of the three dimensions of the speed: for exiting
the turn (v1), race speed (v2), for initiating the turn (v3), assessed during moments of time:
initially – before the turn training, as control data, to the moment t0; intermediary – after 5
months from the beginning of specific training; finally – the moment meant to indicate the
effect of the training on the two speed dimensions, mentioned above: the speed for initiating
the turn (v3) and the net rate between the speed for initiating the turn (v3) and the race speed
(v2) within an interval of five months (t intermediary – initial and t final - intermediary), respectively,
thirteen months (t final - initial).
According to the processed statistical data summarized in table 4, one may observe the
following aspects:
1. the race speed (v2) significantly increases from one testing stage to another.
Significant differences may be observed:
- the initial race speed (v2) and the intermediary race speed (v2) have been assessed to
an interval of 5 months t = 5.38 p < 0.05 for a bilateral α = 0.05, registering the limits of the
trust interval of 95% between the values of 0.12 and 0.34. Considering the fact that the
bilateral sig. < 0.05, the bilateral sig. = 0.003, it confirms the increase of the race speed (v2)
within the established interval of 5 months;
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- the initial race speed (v2) and the final race speed (v2) have been assessed to a 13month interval t = 4.50, p < 0.05 for bilateral α = 0.05, having the limits of the trust interval of
95% oscillating between 0.11 and 0.42. Considering the fact that the trust interval does not
include the point 0, and the bilateral sig. is 0.01, one may state that for this interval, there is a
significant increase of the race speed (v2).
2. the increase of the difference between the speed for initiating the turn (v3) and the
race speed (v2) represents the main aspect of interest monitored by the implemented
methodology (see chart 4). According to statistical results, starting from the moment intermediary
to the moment final, this difference has significantly enhanced, the differences between the net
ratio of the means registered for the speed of initiating the turn (v3) - and the race speed (v2),
being critically non-zero, which suggests the fact that this increase is integrated as an effect of
specific turn training and it is not the results of the accidental variance. (t = - 3.01, p < 0.05).
Chart 4. Speed difference increase

Applying the Levene test (see table 5 and chart 5), one may notice that variations are
homogenous, sig. > 0.05, test F significance being sig. = 0.75.
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Table 5. Levene test for the equalty between variances
Dependent variable difv3v2
F

df1
.295

df2
2

Sig.
15

.749

Chart 5
Graphical representation of average values
.
registered to each testing moment
Legend
Interpolation Line

Value mean

Descriptive statistics
Dependent variable, the difference between v3 and v2

Testing moment: initial, intermediary, final
According to the data deriving from descriptive statistics, as well as to the statistical
results achieved after applying t test for pair test items, one may observe that: the mean of the
speeds registered for the three testing moments significantly differs for the race speed (v2) and
for the difference between the speed of initiating the turn (v3) and the race speed (v2) to the
intermediary moment as compared to the final one and to the initial moment as compared to
the final one. These results indicate the following aspects of interest:
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- though, testing intervals were roughly equal, of five and seven months, one may
notice that, for the first period of time, there has been a slight increase. Hardly, during the
second period, there have been important increases significant from statistical point of view;
- in order to generate visible effects, the specific turn training should include a
minimum period of twelve-thirteen months.
Following up the training of the acceleration skill before turning, we have also
considered as necessary the analysis of competition timing achieved by the sportsman in order
to confirm the evolution and the positive influence of the specific turn training over his results.
Thus, we have considered the last competition previous to the period where we have applied
the specific turn training drills (Junior National Championship II, December 13th – 16th, 2007,
Pitesti) and the competition following the period subsequent to the final testing of turn training
(Junior National Championship II, April 2nd – 5th, 2009, Baia Mare).
The results achieved by the sportsman submitted to the research are detailed in
table 6:
Table 6. Sportsman performances in the competitions
Trial
100m freestyle

December 2007
56.82

April 2009
54.01

400m freestyle

4.20.02

4.09.73

In table 6, we may see that the sportsman has registered significant scores for both
freestyle trials to which he competed during the two competitions. For the 100m freestyle trial,
the timing has improved with 2.81 seconds, and for the 400m freestyle trial, with 10.29
seconds.
Conclusions
The introduction of the specific turn drills within swimmers’ training program may
contribute to the education of the acceleration skill on the last meters before the proper turn, to
the consolidation and the improvement of the proper turn technique and, implicitly, to the
improvement of the competition timing. Therefore, the hypothesis is confirmed.
The speed for initiating the turn (v3) significantly increases as passing from a testing
stage to another. The speed for initiating the turn to the initial testing and the speed for
initiating the turn to the intermediary testing have been assessed to an interval of five months,
an increase of the speed for initiating the turn (v3) is confirmed for the studied interval.
The speed for initiating the turn registered to the initial testing and the speed for
initiating the turn registered to the final testing have been measured to a 13-month interval, and
we may affirm that, during this interval, the speed for initiating the turn (v3) has registered a
significant increase.
The increase of the speed difference between the speed for initiating the turn (v3) and
the race speed (v2) represents the main aspect studied by the implemented methodology. This
difference has significantly improved, indicating the fact that this increase constitutes an effect
of the specific turn training, and not a result of accidental variances.
The mean of the speeds registered for the three testing moments differs significantly
only for v2 (race speed) and for the difference between v3 (speed for initiating the turn) and v2
(race speed) to the intermediary moment as compared to the final one and to the initial moment
as compared to the final one.
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Though, testing intervals were roughly equal, of five and seven months, one may notice
that, for the first period of time, there has been a slight increase. Hardly, during the second
period, there have been important increases significant from statistical point of view.
Following the performance of specific turn training drills, one may notice a significant
improvement of speed for accelerating before the proper turn.
In order to generate visible effects, the specific turn training should include a minimum
period of twelve-thirteen months.
Due to the fact that specific turn drills have induced significant effects on the
performance through the education of the acceleration skill before the proper turn, and as the
competition timing (within thirteen months) has visibly improved, we may affirm that specific
turn training has a positive influence over the performance during competitions, through
timing diminution.
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VOLLEYBALL – METHODS OF DEVELOPING THE
EXPLOSIVE FORCE
Lect. univ. dr. Hantău Cristina
A.S.E. Bucureşti
Sports and Motor Performance

Abstract
The present research try to bare the way in which the development of the
maximum force, for the principals muscular groups of the inferior member
concerned into specific effort of the volleyball game, manages to influence the
development of the détente. In the same time, by our approach, we try to propose a
method to develope the détente based on a combination of more methods of
development of the maximum force and explosive force.
Keywords: maximal force, détente, plyomethry, methods, tests.
Rezumat
Prezenta cerecetare încearcă să descopere modul în care dezvoltarea forţei
maxime a principalelor grupe musculare ale trenului inferior implicate în efortul
specific jocului de volei reuşeşte să influenţeze dezvoltarea detentei. În acelaşi
timp, prin demersul nostru, încercăm să propunem o metodă de dezvoltare a
detentei bazată pe combinaţia mai multor metode de dezvoltare a forţei maxime şi
a forţei explozive.
Cuvinte cheie: forţă maximă, detentă, pliometrie, metode, teste.
1. Introduction
The know-how of the process of developing the explosive force presume a very careful
analysis of the adaptive process which impose the definition of the terms and concepts, the
knowledge of the mechanic aspects, but also the structural characteristics.
The components of the physical preparation, the training for the developing the maximal
force and speed and also for the developing the explosive force have a great contribution at the
scientific substantiation of the sport science.
2. Assumptions, hypothesis, goals and tasks
2.1. Assumptions of the research
In this research we adopted as true the next assumption:
- All the tested athletes are representatives for the category in which they are involved:
- The experimental group is statistically homogeneous;
- The athletes cooperate 100%;
- During the experimental period the natural rate of progress is kept.
2.2. Hypothesis of the research
- Correct and appropriate application during the training lesson of some exercises and
methods for the developing of the maximal force have an important contribution at
the developing of the explosive force.
2.3. Goals of the research
- The established of the different exercises compared with the effort zone;
- The established of the tests;
- The established for the subjects of the research;
- The making of the tests.
2.4. The tasks of the research
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-

tracking dynamics of the develop of the maximal force of the main muscular groups
of the inferior member involved in the specific volleyball effort;
- tracking dynamics of the develop of the explosive force of the main muscular groups
of the inferior member involved in the specific volleyball effort;
- tracking the level of influence of the maximal force on the explosive force.
3. The organization of the research
The research was realized at the volleyball team “Marconi Jumpers” from Castelnovo di
Sotto, Reggio Emillia, Italy. This team play in the National Championship serie B Italy. All the
research was realized in the championship 2008 / 2009.
4. Subjects and research methods
The subjects group is a small group (10 subjects), but very representative for the all
athletes which performed volleyball game.
As working methods we used the undermaximal effort method durin the general
preparation period, combinated force training and the plyomethric method during the
competitional period.
The tests that we used are: test for establishing the maximal force, the standing long jump,
Sargent Test and Abalakov Test.
5. The results
5.1. The evolution of the maximal force for the main muscular groups of the inferior
member involved in the specific volleyball effort.
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EVALUAREA FORTEI MAXIME - PRESA
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5.2. The evolution of the explosive force for the main muscular groups of the inferior
member involved in the specific volleyball effort.
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EVALUAREA FORTEI EXPLOZIVE - TESTUL ABLAKOV
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EVALUAREA FORTEI EXPLOZIVE - TESTUL SARGENT
GRUPA DE EXPERIMENT
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5.3. The correlation between the maximal force and the explosive force

GRUPA DE EXPERIMENT - CORELATII

FORTA EXPLOZIVA
FORTA MAXIMA

Extensie gambe
Presa
Flexie Gambe

6.

Saritura in
Testul Sargent Testul Ablakov lungime de pe
loc
0,05
0,05
-0,41
0,44
0,49
-0,62
-0,27
-0,22
0,13

Conclusion

By our research we wanted to demonstrate that the developing of the maximal force for
the leg extension and flexion, as well as for the triple extension muscular chain have a great
influention above the explosive force for this muscles.
From upper table we observe that the developing of the maximal force for the leg
extension, as well as for the triple extension muscular chain is in positive correlation with the
results obtained at the Sargent test and Ablakov test, and in a negative correlation with the
results obtained at the standing long jump. The developing of the maximal force for the leg
flexion is in negative correlation with the results obtained at the Sargent test and Ablakov test
and positive correlation with the results obtained at the standing long jump.
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THE RESEARCH OF SPORTSMEN LEVEL OF INFORMATION,
INVOLVEMENT, MOTIVATION INVOLVING DOPING
PHENOMENON
Nica-Badea Delia, 1 Sandor Iosif 2, Monea Gheorghe 2,
1
Constantin Brancusi University of Targu-Jiu,
2
Babes - Bolyai of Cluj - Napoca21
Abstract
Research done is to check the hypothesis that, by monitoring the
phenomenon of doping we find awareness-motivation-involvement of athletes on
doping regulations to combat indoor and outdoor use of banned substances in
sports competitions outside their essential element necessary to establish the
content and information and education strategy, reducing the information gap in
the field and finding solutions for reducing and eventually eradicating doping in
sport. The study implemented both circulated theme of Anadia, WADA and the
topic of university course: DOPING IN SPORT applicable in the sphere of sport
undergraduate, graduate, professional and amateur level and part of the county
of Constanta. The method used was based on questionnaire investigation.
Research has shown that athletes are largely responsible for their special status
and are attentive to the medicines they use. Among age groups, is the most wellinformed athletes 19-25 years, and especially those who have already
participated in doping tests. With age, an increasing number of athletes
recognize the need for material gain as the main cause of doping.
Keywords: information, involvement, motivation, doping, sports performance.
Rezumat.
Cercetarea realizată are ca obiectiv verificarea ipotezei conform căreia,
prin monitorizarea fenomenului doping putem afla gradul de informareimplicare-motivare a sportivilor cu privire la reglementările antidoping pentru
combaterea din interior şi din exterior a utilizării de substanţe interzise în
competiţiile sportive şi în afara acestora, element esenţial, necesar pentru
stabilirea conţinutului şi a strategiei de informare şi de educare , reducerea
deficitului informaţional în domeniu şi găsirea de soluţii pentru diminuare şi, în
final, eradicarea dopajului în sport. Studiul a implementat atât tematica
vehiculată de ANAD,WADA, cât şi tematica la nivelul cursului universitar:
DOPING ÎN SPORT, aplicabilă în sfera activităţilor sportive preuniversitare,
universitare, profesioniste şi de amatori la nivelul judeţului Gorj și parțial
Constanța. Metoda utilizată a fost ancheta bazată pe chestionar. Cercetarea a
dovedit faptul că sportivii sunt în mare măsură responsabili de statutul lor
aparte şi că sunt atenţi la medicamentele pe care le utilizează. Dintre categoriile
de vârstă, cea mai bine informată este cea a sportivilor de 19-25 ani şi, mai ales,
cei care au participat deja la testări doping. Odată cu înaintarea în vârstă, un
număr tot mai mare de sportivi recunosc în nevoia de câştiguri materiale ca
fiind principala cauză a dopajului.
Cuvinte cheie: informare, implicare , motivare, doping, performanta
sportiva
21

nicabadeadelia@yahoo.com
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1.INTRODUCTION
The use of pharmacologically active substances by human beings is very old, has its
roots in remote antiquity, but he is still a problem. Man, in fact, has always tried to obtain
certain advantages, both mental and physical, to achieve the best results with minimal effort.
Interest in obtaining sports performance as soon as possible, with greater efficiency and
minimum biological risk led to a huge growth sport of its own scientific research, but also a
greater receptivity on the transfer of knowledge and applications in other areas.
Profound change that took place in the sport in this century, highlights the contradiction
between economic interests and opportunities, anti-doping measures and tend to further
improve performance [1].
Starting from the premise that sports life, and there will always be an option in the
conditions faced by athletes, the most important arguments in support of banning doping in
sport are ethical (fair play) and medical (side effects harmful to health).
Doping in sport is the result of a combination of individual, cultural, social and
psychological factors. Prevention of doping in sport should be based on clear understanding of
the complex nature of the issue, and comprehensive strategies combining all the authorities
involved in sport to achieve eradication of doping in sport, recognized as a serious problem
that damages the fundamental principles of sport .
Program Anti-doping information and education starts from the premise that it is easier
to prevent than to combat [2]. The objective of this program is to keep harmful phenomenon
sports doping untouched by deterring athletes from using banned substances and / or
prohibited method and it is absolutely necessary to monitor the level of information,
involvement, preventing and combating the use and abuse of prohibited substances support for
sports performance in adolescents. [3].
This has led to a microcercetări question of indication that the knowledge and attitudes
regarding doping athletes area reflected in the literature [4] - [8].
2. RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
2.1. Purpose.
The aim of the research was to find the empirical knowledge of the athletes on doping
activities and use them as reference points for education and information program among
athletes.
2.2.Obiectiv
Considering the fact that the study doping agents is an important element both for those taking
part in sport, youth or adults, and for those dealing with their training at various ages and in
different ways: pre-university education institutions, universities, clubs, sports associations,
etc.., the research objective was to identify those categories of athletes who need more
information in this area (depending on age, gender or participation in doping tests before the
interview), but also to promote those who reject doping behavior as a means to enhance sports
performance.
2.1.Ipoteza research
Based on the considerations and arguments set out in the introduction, in this study we
propose to test the hypothesis that, by monitoring the phenomenon of doping we find
awareness and involvement of athletes on doping regulations to combat indoor and outdoor use
of substances prohibited in and outside sporting events, an essential element required for the
content and strategy information and education of athletes, reducing the deficit in the field and
information solutions for reducing and eventually eradicating doping in sport.
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2.2. Structuring Content
Survey-research was conducted during 2010, constitute the author's concern, the proprietor of
doping rate, based on a research contract [9] - [10].
Participating Institutions: University "Constantin Brancusi" Targu-Jiu, Center for Prevention,
Assessment and Counselling Centre for Youth and Sports Gorj County.
Collaborations: the County School Inspectorate, FEFS Babes-Bolyai Cluj-Napoca, Constanta
Sports Club.
The method used was based on questionnaire investigation
Study was conducted by the development of three types of questionnaires based on existing
literature in the field of drug use in sport as follows:
Questionnaire T1 with addressability for staff training role, training, medical,
administrative, professional athletes: information and athletes on doping in sport. Includes 45
items: the answers to choose yes / no, true / false.
Questionnaire items concerned three issues:
knowledge of national and international provisions on doping in sport
familiar with the procedure for conducting Doping Control;
attitudes towards the phenomenon of doping athletes.
Questionnaire addressing T2 with young practitioners of sports information and
documentation athletes on doping in sport.
Section A: 10 items to choose - true / false, yes / no, multiple choice simultaneous;
Section B: 8 items to choose - true / false, yes / no, multiple choice simultaneous;
T3 questionnaire addressing general source of information with the National AntiDoping Agency under the project, doping phenomenon in Romania "with the World AntiDoping Agency.
The questionnaire contains a set of 57 items with answers to choose yes / no, customized
levels of involvement.
Based on the study objectives, groups - target respondents were selected according to three
criteria: age, sex, type of sporting activity, the role performed (coach, administration, athletes
amateur / professional).
Groups - the target of the area studied are part of the county and Constanta (collaboration).
Sports categories in the study are discussed in the following institutional structure: preuniversity education, higher education and related professional sports, clubs, sports
associations.
During this period meetings were held with young students from high schools and sports
clubs, coaches, administrative and technical leadership in sports associations, thematic debates
on doping, the application of questionnaires, watching videos on the topic doping presentation
of leaflets, books and studies among student athletes special.
The questionnaires were anonymous, free from each subject's identification data.
In this research, 171 participants were included practitioners: football, tennis, boxing,
athletics, basketball, volleyball, handball, wrestling and judo, as follows: 23 respondents T1,
82 T2, 66 T3 type. Statistical structure of the participants taking the survey are presented in
Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1 General dispatching age, gender and types of sporting activities
Percentage distribution by age
10-13
years
7%

14-18
years
34%

19-25
years
31%

Percentage distribution by gender

more than 25
years
19%

9%

Female

Woman

Undeclared

27%

66%

7%

Table 2. Repartiţie după tipurile de activităţi sportive
Types
sport
Procent

Football
44%

Lawn
tennis
2%

Boxing

Athletics Basketball Volleyball

4%

9%

16%

8%

Handball
15%

Wrestling,
judo
2%

4.REZULTS
Statistical results are processed Microsoft Excel 2007 computer in the form of diagrams
represented in Figure 1 (D1-D6 charts).

Knowing the meaning of the
Prohibited List

2%
Yes

32%
66%

No
Unspecified
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Those athletes called upon in
case of illness

Receiving explanations on
what the medication is
administered to athletes

3%

Sports
Physician
8%

Always

27%
70%

Sometimes

71

6%

5%

Other
Sports

3%
78%

GP

No

Pharmacist
Others

Figura1.Diagramele obtained by processing statistical data (Microsoft Excel 2007.
4. DISCUSSION
After analyzing the results we can say that:
Athletes are informed from various sources on the significance banned list, I know our
responsibilities towards it, but realize that is an international standard (D1);
Athletes have a relatively low level of knowledge on the implications of drug doping on the
meaning and method of granting therapeutic use exemptions;
The analysis of responses on the doping test, it is apparent the good level of knowledge of
procedure for conducting doping control, the sanctions applicable in case of positive samples,
but not sufficiently aware of their rights and responsibilities in May during their respective
being carried out (D2);
A significant percentage of athletes get information about their medicines and nutritional
supplements given, which demonstrates that the stakeholders in providing information are
concerned about banned substances and their effects (D3);
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There is a lower level of knowledge of the composition, adverse effects, possible sources of
nutritional supplements doping compared with the medications;
Research has shown that athletes are largely responsible for their special status and are
aware of any interference with the phenomenon of doping in support of performance, calling
the doctor but is concerned mainly sports that are athletes who appeal to a pharmacist or other
sources (d4);
On doping cases are girls who need more security both physical and mental (D5). For
athletes aged over 26 years, the motivation is material gain may be due to a strong desire to
demonstrate, confirm, to gain with increasing age, a growing number of athletes recognize the
need for gains materials as the main cause of doping (D6).
Among age groups, is the most well-informed athletes 19-25 years, and especially those
who have already participated in doping tests.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The research team approached the topic through an interdisciplinary approach has
proved to provide some information about the sports anti-doping regulations, work was the
opportunity for additional information and education awareness among athletes on the use of
doping agents as a means of obtaining performance sports, action and action you need to
protect athletes' fundamental right to practice a sport clean, doping, and thus promote health,
fairness and equality for athletes worldwide.
With increasing experience, students are more aware of their special status (that is
athlete) and are more responsible about the risks, benefits, medical forms and the conception of
the rules on controls and sanctions.
From the viewpoint of the author, all measures that seek to prevent and combat doping and to
support the health of athletes, based on the following basic ethical principles:
• protect the health and safety of athletes;
• integration and transparency, which requires the guarantee honesty and declaring the
illegality of sports cheating;
• protecting vulnerable people, especially children;
• dignity of persons involved in sports and unable to exploit them.
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THE DEFINITION OF DYNAMICS AND EFFICIENCY CONCEPTS
REFERING OF HIGH PERFORMANCE TRAINING
Lector univ. Dr. Bădescu Delia Mariana
University „Lucian Blaga” of Sibiu
Professor univ. Dr. Grigore Vasilica
UNEFS Bucarest

Abstract:
The concepts of dynamics and efficiency are found in the literature relating
generally to sports training and athletic training in particular and the march, in
conjunction with many different elements of the preparation of high performance
athletes: training, exercise, rehabilitation, nutrition, education, motivation,
communication, etc. This paper aims to act as an attempt to define the terms of
dynamics and efficiency, with reference to sport, to use the definitions and
terminology that encompass the various dictionaries and other specialties . Such
an approach was needed for a complete and particulary definition refering to the
high performance training, inclusive definitory elements for these concepts.
Keywords: dynamics, efficient, athletic training
Rezumat:
Noţiunile de dinamică şi eficienţă sunt întâlnite în literatura de specialitate
referitoare, în general la antrenamentul sportiv şi în special la antrenamentul
atletic, în corelaţie cu elemente foarte diverse ale activităţii de pregătire a
sportivilor de mare performanţă: antrenament, mişcare, refacere, nutriţie,
educaţie, motivaţie, comunicare etc. Lucrarea doreşte să se constituie ca o
încercare de definire a termenilor de dinamică şi eficienţă, cu referire la domeniul
sportului, definiţii care să utilizeze şi să înglobeze terminologia menţionată în
diferite dicţionare de alte specialităţi.. O astfel de abordare a fost necesară pentru
o definire completă şi specifică antrenamentului sportiv, care să cuprindă
elementele definitorii ale celor două concepte.
Cuvinte cheie:dinamică, eficienţă, antrenament sportiv

Knowledge level
As shown, the concepts of dynamic analysis and efficiency and their interconnections with the
areas mentioned above is a rather complex problem. Therefore, we tried to study the
definitions of two terms, from several points of view, to clarify the terminology used in sports
and to establish the elements related to the two terms, which will be studied and explored in a
later paper.
In a bid to penetrate the core concepts of dynamic and effective and has encompassed all
of their essential detection tried several definitions for the terms of dynamics and efficiency in
various fields of science and technology.
It is noted that in all these definitions there are issues that overlap or are similar.
Here are some definitions of the two terms (dynamic efficiency) mentioned in various
dictionaries of several specialties.
Thus, Romanian Explanatory Dictionary (1980)22:
22

Dicţionarul explicativ al limbii române,. Ed. Academiei Române, Bucureşti 1980, pag. 304 şi 332
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Dynamic = Full of movement, action, active, which is constantly (and heavy) motion,
fast-moving developments, intensive development, constantly changing, wealth motion, all
changes (quantitative) that occur within a unit population.
Efficiency = efficiency - the quality of the effect (positive) expected. Dictionary of technical
terms (1980)23 explains the two concepts:
Dynamic = branch of mechanics that deals with studying the motion of bodies as a result of
applied forces.
Efficiency = ratio of useful work produced and the total energy absorbed by a technical
system; yield.
Neologisms dictionary (1986)24 gives the following definition:
Dynamic= process of development of phenomena under the action of certain factors:
movement, change.
Efficiency: = that to be effective, efficient - producing the desired effect, which produces
an effect (useful).
Dictionary of synonyms, (1993) presents an efficiency as efficiency, productivity, efficiency of
a method.
The Dictionary of Pedagogy, (1979)25 is explained as follows:
Knowledge Dynamics is an upward accumulation of knowledge and experience to
cognitive intellectual operations increasingly more complex, more varied, deeper more
operative, knowledge chain and operations shall be made in structures, each structure having
multiple connections to previous or related structures ; an important role in the dynamics of
knowledge it is the student's active participation in obtaining information; learning
effectiveness is a complex index that expresses the efficiency of the learning activity. Can be
expressed, for example, the ratio of capacity use of knowledge and learning ability, the latter
being given by the product of volume (V) and complexity of knowledge (C) related to time (T)
required their inclusion.
Learning effectiveness can be assessed according to different systems or range of
variables.
Dictionnaire Hachette, Hachette Livre Illustre Encyclopedique (1998)26, consider the dynamics
as a part of mechanics which deals with relations between the forces and systems on which
these forces act, and its effectiveness as faculty or capacity to produce an effect.
Didier, J. in the Dictionnaire philosophie (1984)27, considers the dynamics of a part of physics
that deals with relations between forces. Leibniz's dynamics, which report all the action inside
the body movements of an invisible force, opposes Descartes's mechanics, which explains
these moves with unique spatial relationships between objects.
Vinţeler, E., in Dictionary of Theoretical Physics (1999)28 , referring to dynamics,
consider a field of mechanics that deals with the motion of bodies under forces applied
materials. The dynamics are studied two types of problems:
-Knowledge of body movement, are derived forces acting on it;
- Knowledge of the forces acting on the body motion is deducted his law. For complex
systems, these equations are derived from variational principles of dynamics.
The same author defines efficiency as the ratio of useful work produced and the total energy
absorbed by a technical system (output).
23

Dicţionarul de termeni tehnici, Ed. Tehnică, Bucureşti, 1980. Pag.72
Dicţionarul de neologisme, Ed. Academiei Române, Bucureşti, 1986.pag 61 si 93
25
Dicţionarul de pedagogie. Ed. Didactică şi Pedagogică, Bucureşti 1979, pag 43
26
Dictionnaire Hachette. Encyclopedique illustre Hachette Livre, Paris, 1998, pag 81
27
Dictionnaire de la philosophie. Ed. Librairie Larousse, Paris, 1984, pag 36
28
Dicţionar de fizică teoretică. Ed. Enciclopedică, Bucureşti, 1999, pag 28
24
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The Polytechnic Dictionary (1967)29, the efficacy is defined as the ability of a system to
produce a desired effect in good condition. When measured total power expended and related
to the technical systems called yield.
Lexicon Construction and Architecture, (1986)30, presents a definition of economic
efficiency, as it is capable of producing maximum results with minimum material and labor
costs, defined as the ratio between results and costs incurred in a certain period of time.
3. Perspectives in the field
Through a summary of the definitions above, it can be concluded that the concept of dynamic
meet the following defining elements:
• full motion;
• active;
• evolving;
• continuous development (of events);
To highlight the dynamic content concept, we believe that we can resort to listing the basic
characteristics resulting from the explanations given. Thus, the dynamics can be:
• all changes;
• the effect of moving forces;
• accumulation of knowledge and experience;
• changes within the systems;
• changes in external environmental influences.
Regarding the notion of efficiency, it is defined by the following elements:
• positive effects expected in good condition;
• ratio between mechanical work and energy absorbed;
In our view, efficiency can be translated into the following general ideas:
• Speed;
• efficiency of a method;
• capacity for learning and use of knowledge;
• maximum results with minimum expenditure.
Our proposal is to try to define those two words in sports, includes definitions and
terminology used earlier, as follows:
DYNAMICS TRAINING can be defined as how to conduct the training in an active,
constantly evolving, with continuous accumulation of knowledge and experience, taking into
account all qualitative and quantitative internal changes to the system (coach-athleteenvironment), the influence of external environment on this system and how the athlete's
motion under the action of internal forces and his psyche.
Regarding TRAINING EFFICIENCY, it can be stated as achieving optimal operational
and training, efficiency in learning and using new knowledge, aiming at maximum
performance with energy consumption "minimum" of the athlete and supporter of the system (
coach, psychologist, doctor, nutritionist, sponsor, federation, etc.).
4. Useful applications
He attempted a systematization of the concepts of dynamics and efficiency with regard to
sports training, by including them in a integrated system of training athletes. They are
presented in schematic form in Figure 1.
It may highlight some issues arising from the analysis of this figure:
 impossible to clear delineation of the issues in the system;
 There are complex relationships between the fields of system interconnection;
29
30

Dicţionarul politehnic, Ed. Tehnică, Bucureşti 1967, pag 54
Lexiconul de construcţii şi arhitectură, Ed. Tehnică, Bucureşti 1986, pag 77

Fig.1

Motion
Movement attributes (strength,
speed, stamina, acceleration
capacity, coordinative capacity)
Sports Form
Training Methods
Software Training
Interpersonal relations

DYNAMIC

General physical training tests
Improved technology (technical
training samples, the analysis
technique)
Low energy consumption
Increased Performance
Mobilization in the contest and
quickly adapt to the conditions of
competition
Quick recovery
Psychological Education
Optimization Training
Training Verification
Relative improvement in sport coach

Output data:
EFFICIENCY (verified by
control samples and coefficients
of efficiency)

Information system, databases, policy makers
(creativity and effectiveness of the role of the decision, effective decision)

Input data:
Environment
Training
Fitness
Attitude
Athlete Features (somatic type, motor
ability, mental capacity)
Coach Features
Athlete-coach relationship
Technical Training
Social factors
Economic factors
Environmental factors
Psychological factors (mobilization,
motivation, intention, attention)
Involvement specialized federation
and other bodies involved in sports
training.
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 rationalization and efficiency of feed-back decisions are of particular importance for training
athletes.
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5. Conclusions and proposals
We mention some conclusions about the dynamics and efficiency of athletic training:
 efficiency concepts are dynamic and specific, compared with other areas of human activity;
 mathematical modeling of high-performance athlete training can lead to optimal training of
the athlete, a great efficiency and performance training;
 athlete preparation should be addressed in terms of systemic and informational, to highlight
and consider many factors involved in the preparation and the complexity of the links between
them.
 it is proposed to study the dynamics and efficiency of athletic training in conjunction with
high performance in relation to processes optimization, creativity, decision and analysis .

Summary
This paper aims to act as an attempt to define the terms of dynamics and efficiency, with
reference to sport, to use the definitions and terminology that encompass the various
dictionaries and other specialties
In a bid to penetrate the core concepts of dynamic and effective and has encompassed all of
their essential detection tried several definitions for the terms of dynamics and efficiency in
various fields of science and technology.
It is noted that in all these definitions there are issues that overlap or are similar.
Through a summary of the definitions above, it can be concluded that the concept of dynamic
meet the following defining elements:
• full motion;
• active;
• evolving;
• continuous development (of events);
To highlight the dynamic content concept, we believe that we can resort to listing the basic
characteristics resulting from the explanations given. Thus, the dynamics can be:
• all changes;
• the effect of moving forces;
• accumulation of knowledge and experience.
Regarding the notion of efficiency, it is defined by the following elements:
• positive effects expected in good condition;
• ratio between mechanical work and energy absorbed;
In our view, efficiency can be translated into the following general ideas:
• Speed;
• efficiency of a method;
• capacity for learning and use of knowledge;
• maximum results with minimum expenditure.
Our proposal is to try to define those two words in sports, includes definitions and
terminology used earlier.
He attempted a systematization of the concepts of dynamics and efficiency with regard to
sports training, by including them in a computer system of training athletes
It is proposed to study the dynamics and efficiency of athletic training in conjunction with high
performance in relation to processes optimization, creativity, decision and analysis ..
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IMPROVEMENT OF SPORTS PERFORMANCE THROUGH
ATTENTION AND MOTOR INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY
Univ. PhD. Orţănescu Dorina, University of Craiova
Assist. PhD. Cosma Germina, University of Craiova
Sport and motor performance
Abstract
The approach of competitions through the development of motor abilities
and skills acquired by means of a technical-tactical system depends on the
activity of all psychic systems specific to the subject involved. The present paper
points out the elaboration of training programs specific to junior volleyball
players and fencers which are focused on exercises involving the attention (as an
anticipation subsystem) meant to stimulate motor intelligence for improving
sports performances.
Key words: attention, anticipation, performance, junior
Abstract
Abordarea competiţiilor prin valorificarea priceperilor şi deprinderilor
motrice dobândite într-un sistem tehnico-tactic adecvat depinde de activitatea
tuturor sistemelor psihice caracteristice subiectului implicat. Lucrarea de faţă
îşi propune elaborarea unor programe de pregătire ale voleibaliştilor şi
scrimerilor cadeţi bazate pe exerciţii ce solicită atenţia (ca şi subsistem al
anticipării) cu scopul de a activa inteligenţa motrică în vederea îmbunătăţirii
performanţelor sportive.
Cuvinte cheie: atenţie, anticipare, inteligenţă, performanţă, junior.

Introduction
The last researches in the filed support the existence of several types of intelligence
specific to each area of activity. There are individuals registering modest scores to the
intelligence standard tests but who indicate high performances in other areas of activity. It is
also the case of sportsmen whose motor intelligence represents a determining factor for their
tiebreak. As we have already mentioned, the approach of competitions through the
development of motor abilities and skills acquired by means of a technical-tactical system
depends on the activity of all psychic systems specific to the subject involved. Despite these
aspects, the investigation techniques applied for the psychic function imply a restrained area of
applicability and there is a reduced number of indicators meant to control the exploitation of
psychic components during the training and the competition. Considering motor intelligence,
O Ungureanu, in his paper entitled Human Resources Development in High Performance Sport
Considering Motor Intelligence (1997) discusses real behavior modifications when dealing
with skills deriving from bodily activity, general intelligence (background) and motor
intelligence. The paper tries to define the content, role and method of developing motor
intelligence during the selection and evaluation processes of individuals proving skills for
sports high performance (1). From another point of view, starting from the theory according to
which human behavior constantly self-adjusts taking into account new stimuli, pointedly
results a reorganization of education; A. Păcuraru (2007) claims the fact that in volleyball, the
large number of game phases, the fast alternation of attack and defense situations doubled by a
great variety of technical-tactical actions imply the development of motor and mental
knowledge, respectively, the stimulation of creative imagination for an operational
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readjustment from the player to new game situations. Volleyball player’s motor performance
results from the information perception and analysis, which involves a cognitive learning in
addition to the appropriate motor learning. (2)
The paper About Motor Intelligence in Sports Performance Practice, M. Păunescu 2007)
provides a synthesis of human intelligence studies and defines the concepts of motor
intelligence. (3) Approaching notions concerning sports performance, A. Dragnea and S. MateTeodorescu (2002) treat the correlation between motor intelligence and sports performance
emphasizing the fact that the achievement of sports performance represents the skill of
fulfilling a task as well as possible. (4)
Research Hypothesis
By creating specific training programs for each sports branch, which are oriented
towards the enhancement of motor intelligence through exercises focused on the attention
development and, implicitly, on the ability of anticipating, sportsmen’s active and conscious
involvement improves, determining a creative activity with direct influence on the constant
evolution of technical-tactical training.
Applied Methods
 Study of thematic bibliography
 Educational observation
 Experimental method
 Test method
 Case study method
 Statistical-mathematical method
 Graphical representation method
Experiment Content
The research involves 8 subjects, 4 sportsmen performing for the fencing team of
Petrache Trişcu HSP and 4 volleyball players forming the team of Nicolae Titulescu NC of
Craiova, the subjects being grouped according to their age (15/16 years), and as a condition,
they should have practiced the respective sports branch for a period of 6 years. The selection of
the sportsmen from the complete groups of the two teams (volleyball – junior players, fencing
– junior players) has been accomplished with the support of their 2 trainers and considered
relevant results gained during the previous competition year.
The investigation undertaken during the training process, whose scores are listed in the
paper entitled Working Methods Conducive to Motor Intelligence Manifestation, by Cosma G.,
Lică E., (5), has revealed the fact that trainers apply as training methods the analytical
approach with operational learning, step by step of technical-tactical structures which slackens
their evolution after a while. For this reason, training patterns focused on global learning of
technical-tactical actions with the possibility for individualized involvement have been
introduced for those subjects registering the lack of technical accuracy. At the same time, the
programs submitted to the study, specific to each sports branch, have relied on the introduction
of surprise elements within exercise sessions previously acquired for enhancing subjects’
anticipating sills.
The anticipating speed in fencing, as well as in volleyball has a determining role in
action efficiency. The opportunity of anticipating the direct opponent’s actions represents a
valuable strategy, a positional advantage during the game. The ability of knowing the game, of
anticipating the opponents’ actions followed by the appropriate reaction and velocity in the
right direction, may often determine the distinction between sportsmen. A key element of the
player’s ability of anticipating a game situation stands for the ability of viewing what it may
occur, of comprehending the opponent’s tactical action providing the player’s immediate
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reaction based on logical action and efficient counteraction. All these elements require a high
level of activity of the distributive attention, the motor intelligence being activated whenever
sportsmen are surprised by their partners’ or opponents’ evolution and the selection of the best
solution under the time pressure being trained through exercises which force them to process
various and multiple information provided by the internal and external environment.
Therefore, in order to achieve the objectives established during the volleyball players’
training, the net will be covered with an opaque mesh for anticipating the ball arriving from the
opponent court and additional motor tasks have been introduced within exercise sessions
already familiar to the sportsmen. In the case of fencers, the training programs also considered
the speed of anticipating the opponent’s movement and that of the sword, and introduced the
‘assault with an imaginary opponent’, exercises with two opponents, and the use of additional
motor tasks and mental record of the most important actions from the previous competitions.
For this research, there have been applied the following tests:
1. Attention mobility or distributivity - Platonov test
The test estimates the way of involving the sportsman within task solving activity, the
level of concentration, the attention mobility, distribution and resistance.

Figure 1. Platonov Test
We have invoked the alternative which presents numbers from 1 to 30 written on a
30/20cm board. The test is individual and the examination requirements should be as neutral
and similar as possible. The sportsman receives the indication of finding the numbers
according to their natural range 1,2,3,…….. pointing them with an indicator whenever he finds
them. The examining time is standard (for the power of concentration we may apply 5 to 8
minute time test). We record the time at the beginning of the test till the moment when all
numbers are discovered. When the sportsman is not able to find one figure in maximum 35
seconds, the time elapsed (in minutes and seconds) until that figure is discovered will be
written down. If more than 2 minutes pass, and the sportsman does still not find the figure, it
will be indicated by the examiner and the test continues. From one minute to another, the
examiner must note down on the individual examination sheet. We will have three types of
answers:
Type A = good potential, no significant mental blockage, neuropsychic comfort, attention
mobility and good resistance;
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Type B = medium potential, maximum two mental blockages lasting over 35 seconds;
Type C = low potential, with several significant blockages, the subject registers excessive
fatigue or high level of sensitivity, panic, confused face expression.
The results of the test provide us the way for an objective observation of the induction of
nervous fatigue, as well as its breadth, and the dynamics of the evolution of the attention
potential (slow and progressive potential break-up, by leaps, at the beginning, middle and end
of the trial).
2. Efficiency of the technique specific to the position occupied during the volleyball
game
a. There have been registered 30 executions for each volleyball player, granting points
which have been later transformed in percentage, as it follows:
 1 point for a successfully completed execution (achieved point) – 100%;
 2 points for the execution where the phase is continued – 50%;
 3 points for the mistake – 0%.
1x100% + 2x50% +3x0%
Total number of executions
b. Free assault – fencing
For each fencer, there have been registered 30 executions granted with points which have
been converted in percentage, thus:
 1 point for successfully completed execution (touché) – 100%;
 2 points for double hit – 50%;
 3 points for mistake – 0%.
The assaults have been performed to the initial testing, as well as to the final testing,
considering the same fight partners.
Results and Interpretation of Platonov test (attention mobility)

Subject

Ti

Tf

T.I.

A

A

C.L.

B

A

V.S.

B

A

R.L.

B

A

T.D.

A

A

G.A.

C

B

V.L.

A

A

B.G.

C

B

Table 1. Test Platonov results
The Platonov test has provided the following information concerning the sportsman’s
potential of manifesting his attention, namely:
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To the initial testing T.I., T.D. and V.L. subjects have indicated type A answer,
registering no significant mental blockage during task solving session. Therefore, they
manifest a good level of attention mobility and a neuropsychic comfort and great
attention endurance.
Three of the subjects, namely, C.L., V.S. and R.L., to the Platonov test, have
registered type B mobility attention to the initial testing, indicating a medium
potential overtaking one blockage of over 35 seconds. During the final testing, they
have indicated type A answer in solving the tasks, revealing a good potential, with no
significant blockages, a neuropsychic comfort and an adequate attention mobility and
endurance.
As for subjects G.A. and B.G., to the initial testing, they have achieved a score
assigning them the type C answer to the Platonov test, meaning a low potential, with
several significant blockages. They were manifesting excessive fatigue or high level
of sensitivity and a confused cast. At the same time, we have followed the dynamics
of their attention potential, which revealed potential decreases, by leaps, to the end of
the test. To the final testing, the same subjects have recorded the type B answer, each
one manifesting a 35 second blockage. This type of answer is the equivalent of an
average potential of attention mobility. Concurrently, we have noticed that the degree
of nervous fatigue was no longer obvious, the subjects succeeding to achieve a
constant dynamics of attention.

Results and Interpretation of the Test Focused on the Efficiency of TechnicalTactical Actions

Subject

Ti

Tf

Dif.

T.I.

55%

80%

25%

C.L.

50%

70%

20%

V.S.

60%

70%

10%

R.L.

48%

64%

16%

T.D.

60%

75%

25%

G.A.

45%

65%

20%

V.L.

50%

65%

15%

B.G.

60%

70%

10%

Table 2. Efficiency of technical-tactical method
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Chart 2. Efficiency of technical-tactical method
As a result of the application and performance of working programs and of the evolution
of testing parameters previously indicated, the efficiency of technical-tactical methods specific
to each sports branch submitted to the study has individually provided the following values:
 For the subject T.I., the assault percentage pointed out to the final testing has been
improved with 16 percentages;
 The assaults performed by C.L. register an efficiency of 50% at the beginning of the
specific training program evolving with 20 percentages, therefore, reaching 70% to
the final testing;
 V.Ş. also indicates a progress of 10%, his assault efficiency reaching 70% to the final
testing;
 To the initial testing, R.L. proves an assault efficiency of 48%, completing the
training program with an efficiency value of 64%, indicating a 16% evolution;
 T.D., for his position during the game (libero) charged with serve receiving, registers
an increase of 25 percentages reported to the initial testing;
 Overhand pass with both hands above the head indicates an efficiency of 45% to the
initial testing of subject G.A. and reaches 65% as a result of specific exercise
performance;
 For spike performance, during the session of 30 executions, V.L. records an
efficiency of 50% to the initial testing, while to the final testing, he indicates a
progress of 15%, meaning final efficiency value of 65%;
 For B.G., the spike indicates a value of 60% to the beginning of the working program
and of 70% at the end of specific action execution, the difference between the two
values being of 10%.
Conclusions
1. Each sports branch expresses different requirements reported to intellectual
operational structures and all together exercise a stimulating influence on the mental
activity.
2. Motor intelligence has a special role for the assessment of sportsmen’s psychomotor
skills and its significance may be achieved by reporting to movement adjustment
ability depending on new situations, by selecting the appropriate motor solutions and
by efficiently solving the task provided to the subject.
3. Though, motor intelligence is currently considered as a determining factor in
tiebreaking the sportsmen and may constitute an essential criteria in selecting the
components of a group of performers, there are no identified data meant to quantify
motor intelligence and no practical solutions for improving the level of motor
intelligence manifestation in order to optimize sports performance.
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5.
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The working methods applied by us allow the transgression of training patterns
relying only on trainer’s communication of an item of information and provides
means of achieving a balance in education, avoiding incoherence, the main focus
being its qualitative aspect and sportsmen trying hard to achieve, in an active and
conscious manner, their working tasks.
The present research has pointed out the opportunity for an interfunctional training
given by the opportunity of passing from an inferior level to a superior one by means
of optimizing individual potential, which is not allowed to limit to the requirements
specific to each sports branch; sportsmen being motivated to achieve the triad:
training – experience – creation, the basis for motor activity developed on different
mental structures, which leads to the enhancement of motor intelligence and,
implicitly, to performance improvement.
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PROGRAM FOR LEARNING ELEMENT „JUMP BACKWARD
(FLIC-FLACK TAKE OFF) WITH ½ TWIST (180˚) THROUGH
HANDSTAND TO WALK OVER FORWARD” („MOSTEPANOVA”)
ON BEAM. BIOMECHANICAL ANALYSIS
Stroescu Silvia Alexandra
Drd. UNEFS, Bucharest
Abstract:
The element „jump backward (flic-flack take off) with ½ twist ( 180˚) through
handstand to walk over forward” („Mostepanova”) on beam, is a great prospect
but too rarely encountered in the performance of the balance beam gymnasts
from Romania. This prompted us to study certain aspects of performance
technique and method of this aspect of learning.
Harnessing personal experience, we propose to develop a completely
algorithmic program to learn the „Mostepanova” element on beam, which
ensure successful inmplementation in any conditions.
Key words: jump backward with ½ twist, element, performance technique
Rezumat:
Elementul “răsturnare înapoi cu întoarcere 180˚, cu depărtarea sagitală a
picioarelor şi finalizare în stând pe un picior, cu celălalt menţinut înainte˝
(“Mostepanova”) la bârnă, este un element de mare perspectivă însă prea rar
întâlnit în exerciţiul la bârnă al gimnastelor din România. Acest lucru ne-a
determinat să studiem anumite aspecte legate de tehnica de execuţie şi de
metodica de învăţare a acestui element. Prin valorificarea experienţei personale,
ne propunem elaborarea unui program algoritmic complet în vederea învăţării
elementului “Mostepanova” la bârnă, care să asigure reuşita execuţiei în orice
condiţii.
Cuvinte cheie: răsturnare înapoi cu întoarcere 180˚, element, performanță
tehnică
Research hypothesis:
Using an algorithmic program structured by categories of means, to address both of
development of specific motor qualities, actual learning and perfecting its tehnical element,
based on a thorough biomechanical analysis can lead to a more rapid and accurate learning
element „Mostepanova”.
Conducting research:
The research was conducted within the Department of Women’s Arthistic Gymnastics
Sports Club Dinamo Bucharest.
The sample studied was composed of gymnasts who are serving very well backward
flic – flack on one leg and forward flic – flack on one leg on the high beam.
The work program during the study was based on algorithm, aiming the actually work
of gymnast and number of repetitions of elements at each device, especially on beam, setting
the correlation between physical training facilities with those of the general and specific
technical training. Deployment of the training program consisted in, two hours of the morning
preparing (10- 12) and two hours in the afternoon (17-19) for 6 days a week. Work effectively
on the beam lasted between 30 – 40 minutes per workout and stop at the first sign of fatigue,
given the repeated mistakes.
We took into consideration the conditions mentioned above learning element.
For gymnast, to can begin the learning algorithm of the element „jump backward (flicflack take off) with ½ twist (180˚) through handstand to walk over forward” („Mostepanova”)
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on beam, it must meet certain technical requirements baseline, to know and execute correctly
as the following elements:
1. Flip back (Flic Flack) landing on one foot on the high beam
2. Flip forward (Flic Flack) landing on one foot on the high beam
3. Jump with turn 180˚
Another important aspect, is knowing by the coach individual driving skills and
qualities of gymnasts and placing in a scale necessary to achieve the element "Mostepanova"
on beam.
In Code of Points, movografic sign of "Mostepanova" is entered as
and
difficulty reaching a value of D, it means 0.40 tenths. In combination with other acrobatic and
artistic elements, with a lower degree of difficulty equal to, or greater than "Mostepanova",
this element can bring a bonus gymnast quoted between 0.10 and 0.30 tenths.
Phases element „jump backward (flic-flack take off) with ½ twist (180˚) through
handstand to walk over forward” („Mostepanova”) in terms of structure and movement
technique.
1. Initial position: sitting on two legs with arms up
2. Flexion in coxo – femoral and knee articulation, simultaneous lowering the arms
down before
3. Extension of hip and knee articulation, simultaneous with fast and powerful swing
of the arms up before, followed by energetic impulse and detach the back of the body (start
overturning back);
4. Flight (jump backward return 180˚ horizontal and longitudinal axis);
5. Get support both arms in the inverted (handstand) with feet in the sagittal plane;
6. Flip forward to completion on one leg, top or side arms

The hands should be placed in the transverse position. Placing lateral position leads to the
lement with a value assessment (class) of lower difficulty.
If a gymnast - execute again - the same item with an complete return of 360°, are granted the
value of difficulty.
Falls - For proper completion of acrobatic element “Mostepanova˝, gymnast must return on
beam at least with one leg to be recognized

landing on 1 or 2 feet, or prescribed position on the beam - the amount of difficulty is
given

without landing on one or two legs, or position of the beam-prescribed amount of
difficulty is not granted
Biomechanics parameters of the element "Mostepanova”:
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For several significant biomechanical cues, we analyzed two executions of the item
"Mostepanova" presented in the competition at the CM from London, the gymnast Deng Linlin
considered model) and the representative of France, Youn Doufournet (running with
penalties).
The first performance, assessed value of the code had no penalty, which led us to consider it as
a model. Biomechanical model of the item is just the outline (main joints and beam angles, the
height of the tank unit and during the period between the moment of separation and landing).
To obtain these data we used video analysis with Dart Fish program, free choice.
Implementation of the second, with penalties, has been devalued and contains some common
mistakes, penalized with from 0.20 to 0.30 points, above.
In our approach we have followed the executions in the form above.
Data obtained from measurements are:
Indicators
Angle joints - knees
Trunk angle - beam
The distance between the tank and beam in the
highest point of detachment
The total duration of element
Duration of support

Execution I (model)
98.8
74,2

Execution II (penalized)
134
33,1

2,52

1,51

1,44"
0,40"

3,08"
1,92"

Knee joint angles 98.8 and 134
If the gymnast has a much too high in the knee joint, it is penalized. The present
models, none receives penalty for that.

The trunk position to beam, 74.2 degrees and 33.1 degrees
Gymnast 1 (model) has no penalties, while the second, will be downgraded because
gymnast bending of the trunk too much forward momentum during the phase of
implementation will cause errors.
The distance between the tank and beam in the highest point of detachment for each
gymnast.
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For an accurate analysis of the angle between the pelvis and the device, should take into
account the anthropometric data of each gymnast, given that we did not have.
The time element is the length of time until landing detachment balanced position.

Gymnast execution model (right) had a time of 1,44', while gymnast was wrong during
the execution of 3.08', it is more in the position of sitting on their hands and is penalized.
From the moment she place her hands on the device it takes off 1.92 'for Doufournet
gym, while the Deng Linlin hands contact with the beam is 0.40 sec. Element during
execution, and time of handstand, enlighten us on the speed of motion segments to achieve
phases, but also on their level of coordination during execution.
For learning element, we used an algorithmic program developed and deployed on three
series:
SERIES I - exercises to develop quantitative and qualitative muscle groups, involved
in the conduct element "Mostepanova" on beam.
SERIES II - learning exercises its concerns - the actual item
SERIES III - exercises aimed at improving element "Mostepanova”
In the preparatory period - basic steps:
 Microcycle I:
- Will make an assessment of the gymnasts in terms of health, the club doctor (history)
- Will perform a physical evaluation by means of evidence and rules of general control
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- Resumption of basic elements, to strengthen and improve their
- Effort parameters are V = 40% and I = 30%
 Microcycle II:
- Will perform a technical evaluation by means of technical control rules in the beam
- Will start gradually approach the difficult elements found in the beam composition
exercises
- Will begin the learning element "Mostepanova"
- Effort parameters are V = 80% and I = 40%
 Microcycle III:
- Improve the fundamentals
- Learning and strengthening element "Mostepanova"
- Parameters V = 90% effort and I = 30%
 Microcycle IV
- Correction of the exercise elements
- Correcting element learned “Mostepanova"
- Parameters V = 80% effort and I = 50%
 Microcycle V
- Strengthening and improving elements of difficulty of the exercise
- Strengthening and improving element "Mostepanova"
- Parameters V = 70% effort and I = 60%
In stage before competitions:
 I Microcycle
- Performing combinations of elements which include taught element "Mostepanova"
- Improvement of acrobatic and artistic elements of the exercise
- Inclusion in the exercise of the element "Mostepanova"
- Parameters V = 60% effort and I = 65%
 Microcycle II
- Carrying out exercises on parts
- Performing full exercises
- Check preparedness
- Parameters V = 30% effort and I = 85%
 Microcycle III
- Performing full exercises
- Consolidation and continuous improvement in the beam and the artistic part of the
attire and equipment
- Check preparedness
- Parameters V = 30% effort and I = 85%
Initial testing results, after applying control samples, were:
Exercise nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Quality tested motor
F. scapular girdle muscles
F. back muscles
F. scapular and back muscles
F. explosive legs
F. scapular, abdominal, back muscles
Balance

Number of repetition
7
17
8
20
5
25 sec.

After applying algorithmic program for physical development, the gymnast was subject
to the same control samples.
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At the final test, she obtained the following results:
Exercise nr.

Quality tested motor

Nr. of repetition

1

scapular girdle muscles force.

13

2

back muscles force.

25

3

scapular and back muscles force.

15

4

explosive legs force.

30

5

scapular, abdominal
muscles force.
Balance

6

and

back

10
40 sec.

 During the program of learning and achievement of the element "Mostepanova",
gymnast was subject follows control samples, to verify the technical preparedness.
Control samples were as follows :
1. The “Mostepanova" repeated 10 times
2. The “Mostepanova" executed 10 times in the limited time (1'30")
3.Execute 10 x items "Mostepanova" in combination with other elements set for
exercise
4. Making part of the exercise in which the element Mostepanova "10 times
5. Full exercise repeated 10 times
These control samples were divided equally into 4 test sessions for initial testing and 4
for the final, installment in two weeks of training, as follows:
Session I - 1 and 2 samples
Session II - sample 3
Session III - sample 4
Session IV - sample 5
In initial testing, under the circumstances, the gymnast was able to properly execute
element Mostepanova ":
Nr.

Control sample

Ex.

Erated

Missed

Penalties/

executions

executions

execution

1

10 x Mostepanova

7

3

0.3 – 0.5

2

10 x Mostepanova in 1’30”.

5

5

0.4 - 0.6

3

10x Mostepanova linked to other
elements
10x the part of exercise with

7

3

0.3 – 0.5

6

4

0.2 – 0.5

6

4

0.2 – 0.5

4

Mostepanova
5

10 x full exercise

Following this test, the gymnast has continued the training program, focused more on
accuracy and precision. After this time, Camelia has been subjected to testing, final testing,
where he obtained the following results:
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Erated

Missed

Penalties⁄

executions

executions

execution

10 x Mostepanova

10

0

0.1 – 0.3

2

10 x Mostepanova in 1’30”.

8

2

0.2 – 0.4

3

10 x Mostepanova linked to other elements

9

1

0.1 – 0.2

4

10 x the part of exercise with Mostepanova

10

0

0 – 0.2

5

10 x full exercise

9

1

0 – 0.1

Nr.Ex.

Proba de control

1

Processing and interpretation of data :
Following tests carried out for physical training phase, namely the initial and final
testing, data were recorded several statistical and mathematical processing of which entitles me
to say, that physical training program was complex and complete and the gymnast has
achieved its objectives. Value, having a correlation coefficient 1, it show us the maximum
correlation between two variables and supports our data above.
The second test was composed of five control samples and aimed to establish the
technical level of the gymnast. This was assessed and penalized in accordance with the code of
points and the standard model. It was considered the report between those elements missed erated, but the penalties proposed too. Thus:

Indicator results from
the calculation

Initial testing

Final testing

Erated
executions

Missed
executions

Penalties

Erated
executions

Missed
executions

Penalties

Arithmetic average

6,2

3,8

0,40

9,2

0,8

0,16

Standard deviation

0,83

0,83

0,06

0,83

0,83

0,09

The coefficient of
variability

0,13

0,21

0,01

0,09

0,10

0,05

Correlation coefficient

0,64

0,95

0,64

0,95

Given the purpose of the work, during the study, samples were introduced to verify the
ownership right of the element „jump backward (flic-flack take off) with ½ twist (180˚)
through handstand to walk over forward” („Mostepanova”) on beam. It appears that, the results
in testing, the gymnast had an upward curve in the stage of learning and assimilation
Exemplifying, we can see that the worst penalty executions had a 0.40-tenths, while the
best executions received only 0.16 tenths.
By comparing the two tests, we can improve performance, as evidenced by the
arithmetic values of the two trials, from 6.2 erated executions at initial test, to 9.2 erated
executions, final test.
Making a correlation between the performances on tests applied and penalties obtained
by gymnast in execution element „jump backward (flic-flack take off) with ½ twist ( 180˚)
through handstand to walk over forward” („Mostepanova”) on beam, we can say that the
objective has been achieved.
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Conclusions:
Method of learning the technical element "Mostepanova" should be based on several
factors:
- Biomechanics of movement, which should form the basis of indications of teaching.
- Structural elements that are necessary and appropriate driving gymnast who learns
element “Mostepanova "
- Browse the program critical path
Along with acquiring technical exercise, it sought motor skills development necessary
element, even in learning, by increased executions in force and mobility requirements. To this,
preparatory exercises must ensure:
- The representation of movement training;
- Differentiate the kinesthetic sensations
- Specify the main actions, assignment of action in time and space, creating space and
time constants;
- Detection of errors, creating bridges between old and new movements.
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OPTIMIZATION OF PHYSICAL TRAINING TO JUNIOR
VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS BY MEANS OF INDIVIDUALIZED
WEIGHT PROGRAMS
Assistant professor PhD candidate Lică Marcelina Eliana,
PhD candidate professor Cosma Alexandru, N.Titulescu College of Craiova
Abstract
In this paper we determine the subjects’ level of physical training after we’ve
elaborated and justified all working programs focused on the training
optimization during the general physical training of junior volleyball players.
The experiment has been developed in order to verify working techniques, as
well as the stated hypothesis, the subjects submitted to the experimental activity
being organized for completing the experiment group, made up of 12 volleyball
players. The efficiency of the physical training employed during the experiment
is also supported by the results of the Mann-Withney test which reveals
significant differences between the experiment and the control group to the final
testing for all the control tests applied.
Key words: physical, training, volleyball, performance
Rezumat
Această lucrare şi-a propus elaborarea şi validarea unor programe de lucru
în vederea optimizării pregătirii fizice a voleibaliştilor juniori, bazate pe
exerciţii ce au vizat dezvoltarea forţei la nivelul musculaturii membrelor
inferioare. Subiecţii cercetării au fost grupaţi în două loturi a câte 12 voleibaşti
juniori, unul experimental şi celălalt martor, eficienâa programului de pregătire
fizică folosit de noi în experiment fiind dovedită prin rezultatele testului MannWithney care ne arată că există diferențe semnificative între grupa experiment
și martor la testarea finală la toate probele de control aplicate ca urmare a
exerciţiilor aplicate
Cuvinte cheie: pregătire fizică, volei, performanţă.
Introduction
When dealing with a fascinating scientific study, it becomes immediately applied in all
branches of motor development, including those branches for which it has not been conceived.
As soon as a sportsman stands out, his methods of training become copied and applied by
everyone, without considering the fact that their efficiency simply consists in their perfect
adaptation to individual characteristics of this sportsman and to the performed activity. Against
this background, there are numerous failures, bitter disappointments and frequent giving ups.
This paper aims at avoiding a similar drift in physical training area; a training meant to form
again the foundation of other types of training focused on achieving sports performances.
Research Purpose
The research tries to determine the subjects’ level of physical training and to elaborate
and justify all working programs focused on the training optimization during the general
physical training of junior volleyball players.
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Hypothesis
The working program proposed during the general physical training may determine the
creation of an individualized pattern of training applied for junior volleyball players, directly
focused on sports performances.
Applied Research Methods
 Study of specialty and interdisciplinary literature
 Educational observation
 Experimental method
 Test method
 Statistical-mathematical method
 Graphical method
Experiment Content
The experiment has been developed in order to verify working techniques, as well as
the stated hypothesis, the subjects submitted to the experimental activity being organized for
completing the experiment group, made up of 12 volleyball players, performing for “Nicolae
Titulescu” National College team of Craiova. The resulting data have been compared to those
achieved, for the same category of tasks, by the control group counting 12 volleyball players
performing to the same level of training, for TEO CNMB team within School No 10 of
Râmnicu Vâlcea, who have followed a classical physical training program.
The training interval allotted for the preliminary research included the period August
20th, 2010 – October 21st, 2010, implying an inside activity performance, for this reason we
have used the school weight gymnasium, the schoolteachers providing us necessary
educational materials, such as: gymnastics bench, balls, dumbbells etc.
There were no objections from the part of the management of the high school or from
the trainers, everybody understanding the importance of the research leading, thus, to a
salutary collaboration in finding the necessary means for the optimization of physical training
to junior volleyball players, as well as in selecting the subjects of this research.
Considering trainers’ opinions, according to which the inferior limb muscles are
scantily developed, and the most frequent accidents may affect this area, we have conceived
exercises focused on strength development of muscles at the level of the lower part of the
body, which allow besides muscle training, joint and ligament fortification at the level of the
lower limb.
These exercises have been applied during the general physical training, weight sessions
being planned 3 times a week, each of them lasting for 90 minutes. We have not interfered
with the training sessions planned by the trainer, except for the part devoted toward the
exercise of muscles at the level of the inferior limbs, lasting for 30 minutes.
Results
We have calculated the following statistical parameters: arithmetical mean, standard
deviation, maximum value, minimum value, amplitude and variation coefficient.
We have used the following mathematical notations:
T1 – initial testing;
T2 – final testing;
D21 = T2 - T1 = difference between the results achieved to the final and initial testing;
T2  T1
= difference between the results achieved to the final
D
(%) 
* 100
21

T1

and initial testing, expressed in percentages.
We have applied the Wilcoxon test in order to indicate if there are significant
differences between the results achieved to the initial and final testing, for each group
individually; the Mann-Whitney test has been applied for showing if there are significant
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differences between the experiment and the control group. The tests have been undertaken by
means of SPSS program.
1. Takeoff vertical jump touching a fixed point with one hand, (cm)
Testing
Group
Experiment group
Control group

T1

T2

D21

%

306.08

309.67

3.59

1.17

302.00

304.00

2

0.66

Table 1. Difference between testing - Takeoff vertical jump touching a fixed point with
one hand
306.08

302

309.67

304

300
Experiment
group

200

Control group
100

0
Ti

Tf

Figure 1. Takeoff vertical jump touching a fixed point with one hand – arithmetical
mean chart
The experiment group – to the final testing, the experiment group registers an
increase of 1.17% (3.59 cm) as compared to the initial test. Applying Wilcoxon test, one may
notice that there are significant differences between the means of the two testing (N=12; z = 3.108; two-tailed p = 0.002).
The control group – to the final testing, it registers an increase of 0.66% (2 cm)
towards the initial testing. Applying Wilcoxon test, one may notice that there are significant
differences between the means of the two testing (N=12; z = - 3.111; two-tailed p = 0.002).
Both groups are homogenous, the variation coefficient indicating values under
10%.
Group and differences
Experiment group
Control group
Diff = experiment - control
Diff (%)

T1
306.08
302.00
4.08
1.35

T2
309.67
304.00
5.67
1.87

Table 2. Difference between the arithmetical means deriving from the two groups Takeoff vertical jump touching a fixed point with one hand test
Comparing the arithmetical means deriving from the two groups, we may observe that,
to the final testing, the mean achieved by the experiment group is higher with 1.87% (5.67 cm)
than that registered by the control group, while, to the initial testing, the difference is 1.35%
(4.08 cm). Applying the Mann-Whitney test for the initial testing, we may notice that there are
no significant differences between the means of the two groups: U=42; N1=N2=12; z =1.703;
two-tailed p = 0.088. To the final testing U = 35.5; N1=N2=12; z = 2.078; two-tailed p = 0.038,
resulting significant differences between the means of the two groups.
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1. Takeoff vertical jump touching a fixed point with both hands
298.67

293.75

302.42 295.58

300
Experiment
group

200

Control group
100

0
Ti

Tf

Figure 2. Takeoff vertical jump touching a fixed point with both hands – chart of
arithmetical means
Testing
Group
Experiment group
Control group

T1

T2

D21

D21(%)

298.67

302.42

3.75

1.26

293.75

295.58

1.83

0.62

Table 3. Difference between testing - Takeoff vertical jump touching a fixed point with
both hands
The experiment group – to the final testing, it records an increase of 1.26% (3.75
cm) towards the initial testing. By applying the Wilcoxon test, we may notice significant
differences between the means of the two testing (N = 12; z = -3.13; two-tailed p = 0.002).
The control group – to the final testing, it registers an evolution of 0.62% (1.83 cm)
compared to the initial testing. Considering the Wilcoxon test, one may observe that there are
significant differences between the means of the two testing (N = 12; z = -3.115; two-tailed p =
0.002).
Both groups are homogenous, the variation coefficient indicating values under
10%.
Group and differences
Experiment group
Control group
Diff = experiment - control
Diff (%)

T1
298,67
293,75
4,92
1,67

T2
302,42
295,58
6,84
2,31

Table 4. Difference between the arithmetical means deriving from the two groups Takeoff vertical jump touching a fixed point with both hands
A comparison of the arithmetical means of the two groups reveals the fact that, to the
final testing, the experiment group achieves a mean which is superior with 2.31% (6.84 cm) to
that registered by the control group, while, considering the initial testing the difference is only
of 1.67% (4.92 cm). Applying the Mann-Whitney test for the initial testing, we may notice that
there are no significant differences between the means of the two groups: U=42; N1=N2=12; z
=1.703; two-tailed p = 0.088. To the final testing U = 32.5; N1=N2=12; z = 2.232; two-tailed p
= 0.024, resulting significant differences between the means of the two groups.
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3. Lateral movement on 4 m distance (45”) – no of contacts
40

31.42

30.33

34.33

32

30

Experiment
group

20

Control group

10

0
Ti

Tf

Figure 3. Lateral movement on 4m distance (45”) – chart of arithmetical means

Testing
Group
Experiment group
Control group

T1

T2

D21

D21(%)

31.42

34.33

2.91

9.26

30.33

32.00

1.67

5.51

Table 5. Difference between testing – Lateral movement on 4m distance (45”)
The experiment group – to the final testing, the experiment group registers an evolution
of 9.26% (2.91 contacts), as compared to the initial testing. Applying the Wilcoxon test, we
may notice that there are significant differences between the means resulting from the two
testing (N = 12; z = -3.134; two-tailed p = 0.002). The control group – to the final testing, the
control group indicates an increase of 5.51% (1.67 contacts) towards the initial testing. By
means of the Wilcoxon test, we may observe the fact that there are significant differences
between the means of the two testing (N = 12; z = -3.176; two-tailed p = 0.001). Both groups
are homogenous, the variation coefficient reaching values under 10%.
Group and differences
Experiment group
Control group
Diff = experiment - control
Diff (%)

T1
31.42
30.33
1.09
3.59

T2
34.33
32.00
2.33
7.28

Table 6. Difference between the arithmetical means deriving from the two groups Lateral movement on 4m distance (45”)
Comparing the arithmetical means deriving from the two groups, we may observe
that, to the final testing, the mean achieved by the experiment group is higher with 7.28% (2.33
contacts) than that registered by the control group, while, to the initial testing, the difference is
3.59% (1.09 contacts). Applying the Mann-Whitney test for the initial testing, we may notice
that there are no significant differences between the means of the two groups: U = 56;
N1=N2=12; z =0.895; two-tailed p = 0.371. To the final testing U = 34.5; N1=N2=12; z = 2.136;
two-tailed p = 0.033, resulting significant differences between the means of the two groups.
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4. 6m x3 Movement, (s)
6

4.74

4.78

4.63 4.75

5
Experiment
group

4
3

Control group

2
1
0
Ti

Tf

Figure 4. 6m x3 movement – chart of arithmetical means

Testing
Group
Experiment group
Control group

T1

T2

D21

D21(%)

4.74

4.63

-0.11

-2.32

4.78

4.75

-0.03

-0.63

Table 6. Difference between testing - 6m x3 movement
The experiment group – to the final testing, it registers a decrease of 2.32% (0.11s),
as compared to the initial testing. The Wilcoxon test reveals the fact that there are significant
differences between the means for the two testing (N = 12; z = -3.064; two-tailed p = 0.002).
The control group – to the final testing, it indicates a decrease of 0.63% (0.03s)
towards the initial testing. According to the Wilcoxon test, there are significant differences
between the means to the two testing (N = 12; z = -3.078; two-tailed p = 0.002).
Both groups are homogenous, the variation coefficient being under 10%.
Group and differences
Experiment group
Control group
Diff = experiment - control
Diff (%)

T1
4.74
4.78
-0.04
-0.84

T2
4.63
4.75
-0.12
-2.53

Table 7. Differences between the arithmetical means of the groups – 6m x3 movement
A parallel between the arithmetical means registered by the two groups shows the fact
that, to the final testing, the mean of the experiment group is lower with 2.53% (0.12s) than
that achieved by the control group, while for the initial testing the difference is of 0.84%
(0.04s). Applying the Mann-Whitney test to the initial testing, one may notice that there are no
significant differences between the means of the two groups: U = 61.5; N1=N2=12; z =0.577;
two-tailed p = 0.563. Similarly, to the final testing, we achieve: U = 37; N1=N2=12; z =1.992;
two-tailed p = 0.0246, resulting significant differences between the means of the two groups.
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5. Triple jump: two-foot takeoff and two-foot landing, (cm)

740
800

761.67 729.17

715.83

600

Experiment
group

400
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200
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Figure 5. Triple jump: two-foot takeoff and two-foot landing – chart of arithmetical
means

Testing
Group
Experiment group
Control group

T1

T2

D21

D21(%)

740.00

761.67

21.67

2.93

715.83

729.17

13.34

1.86

Table 8. Difference between testing - Triple jump: two-foot takeoff and two-foot
landing
The experiment group – to the final testing, the experiment group registers an increase
of 2.93% (21.67 cm), as considering the initial testing. Applying the Wilcoxon test, it results
significant differences between the means of the two testing (N = 12; z = -3.169; two-tailed p =
0.002).
The control group – to the final testing, the control group registers an increase of 1.86%
(13.34cm) towards the initial testing. Applying the Wilcoxon test, it results significant
differences between the means of the two testing (N = 12; z = -3.176; two-tailed p = 0.001).
Both groups are homogenous to the final testing, the variation coefficient showing
values under 10%.
Group and differences
Experiment group
Control group
Diff = experiment - control
Diff (%)

T1
740
715.83
24.17
3.38

T2
761.67
729.17
32.5
4.46

Table 9. Differences between the arithmetical means of the groups – Triple jump: twofoot takeoff and two-foot landing
A parallel between the arithmetical means of the two groups shows the fact that, to the
final testing, the mean of the experiment group is 4.46% (32.5cm) higher than that registered
by the control group, while, to the initial testing, the difference is 3.38% (24.17cm). Applying
the Mann-Whitney test to the initial testing, one may notice that there are no significant
differences between the means of the two groups: U = 45; N1=N2=12; z =1.53; two-tailed p =
0.126. Similarly, to the final testing, we achieve: U = 36.5; N1=N2=12; z =2.121; two-tailed p
= 0.043, resulting significant differences between the means of the two groups.
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Conclusions
1. The working program conceived for this case has been focused on the development of the
muscle strength at the level of the inferior limbs, the exercises being carefully selected,
particularly, for the enhancement of subjects’ explosive strength, taking into account the
opinions of trainers interviewed before the initiation of the experiment, as well as the fact that
leg strength represents an important aspect for a volleyball player.
2. Our working program included complex exercises starting from pull-ups, balance,
flexing/extending, fainting when lifting weights and ending with exercises using the resistance
band, the vibration plate, medicine balls and gym ladders etc.; exercises meant to provide
muscle training, as well as joint and ligament fortification at this level.
3. For all the control tests applied, the differences between the means to the two testing have
been significantly revealed by Wilcoxon test, which indicates the fact that the program applied
within the training process has had greater efficiency; therefore, the null hypothesis is highly
infirmed, while the research hypotheses become greatly confirmed.
The efficiency of the physical training employed during the experiment is also supported by
the results of the Mann-Withney test which reveals significant differences between the
experiment and the control group to the final testing for all the control tests applied.
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METODE DE DEZVOLTARE A CALITĂTILOR MOTRICE
PRIN MIJLOACE S PECIFICE JOCULUI DE FOTBAL
Lector.univ.dr. STELESCU IOAN
Universitatea din Petroșani

Abstract
It has been observed that by using select and organised physical
exercises, dynamic games and complex structures, the content, form and effects
of which were established according to previously set thematic, offer the athlete
favourable development conditions together with their mobility skills and
qualities as well as their physical processes and personality features.
Key words: regulation, mobility skill, football training, competition
Rezumat:
Am constatat că prin folosirea unor exerciţii cât mai bine alese şi
organizate, prin folosirea unor jocuri dinamice şi structuri complexe, care prin
conţinut, formă şi efecte se încadrau unor teme dinainte stabilite, am reuşit să
ofer sportivilor condiţii favorabile de dezvoltare simultană a deprinderilor
motrice, a calităţilor motrice ca şi a proceselor psihice şi trăsăturilor de
personalitate.
Cuvinte cheie: reglare, capacitate motrică, fotbal, antrenament,
competiţie
Introducere
În abordarea studiului privind lucrarea de față am pornit de la convingerea că
perfecţionarea rămâne o problemă mereu actuală şi de la faptul că am fost preocupat mereu de
pregătirea copiilor și juniorilor, de modalităţile de acţionare pentru dezvoltarea capacităţilor
motrice ale şcolarilor mici. Am considerat întotdeauna ca fiind foarte importantă dezvoltarea
fizică care asigură creşterea armonioasă pe de o parte şi puterea de munca necesară
organismului pe de altă parte.
Am constatat că prin folosirea unor exerciţii cât mai bine alese şi organizate, prin
folosirea unor jocuri dinamice şi structuri complexe, care prin conţinut, formă şi efecte se
încadrau unor teme dinainte stabilite, am reuşit să ofer elevilor condiţii favorabile de
perfecționare simultană a deprinderilor motrice, a calităţilor motrice ca şi a proceselor psihice
şi trăsăturilor de personalitate.
Cercetarea a avut trei aspecte esențiale:
Evaluarea permanentă a capacității motrice de performanță a subiecților.
Chestionarea opiniei unor categorii de subiecți cu privire la factorii favorizanți în
performanța sportivă.
Cercetări experimentale la diferite categorii de vârstă privind testarea și reglarea
capacității motrice.
Scopul și sarcinile cercetării
Necesitatea cunoașterii și reglării capacității motrice generale și specifice jocului de
fotbal se constitue ca un scop principal pentru realizarea premiselor unei eficiente învățări a
fotbalului.
Ne-am propus să studiem reglarea capacității motrice pe orizontală și longitudinală.
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Scopul fundamental este că pe baza unei cercetări științifice pertinente trebuie
scoase în evidență acele acțiuni care să-și dovedească eficiența pentru a învăța corect de la
început, pentru a atinge obiectivele propuse la copii și juniori: sănătate, dezvoltare și creștere
normală, funcționarea aparatului locomotor, educația complexă și performanțe sportive.
În ceea ce priveşte natura activităţilor pe care le vom propune, făcând referire la cei
trei factori (factor tehnic; factor tactic-cognitiv; factor fizic-motric) care reglează pregătirea
fotbalistică.
Obiectivul dezvoltării și reglării capacităţii motrice în fotbal, are ca motivaţie
necesitatea înzestrării copiilor cu indici corespunzători de viteza, forţă, îndemânare şi
rezistentă precum şi de formare a unor deprinderi specifice jocului de fotbal.
Capacităţile condiţionale sunt direct dependente de condiţia fizică, au la bază eficienţa
metabolică a musculaturii şi a altor aparate şi sisteme (cardiovascular, respirator, nervos).
Aspectele condiţionale ţin de capacităţile motrice: forţă, viteză, rezistenţă, ele fiind și testate în
lucrarea de față.
Capacitățile coordinative impun individului manifestarea agerimii, isteţimei,
ingeniozităţii, vitezei reacţiei, capacităţii de concentrare şi de transferare a atenţiei, preciziei
mişcărilor (spaţiale, temporale, dinamice) şi raţionalizării acestora din punct de vedere
biomecanic.
În cadrul studiului s-a încercat punerea în evidență a faptului că în etapa actuală
practicarea jocului de fotbal, organizat pe baze științifice contribuie într-o mare masură la
formarea calităților morale, a trăsăturilor de voință și caracter.
Analiza metodologică verifică respectarea acestui principiu şi, mai ales, încearcă să
stabilească articularea optimă a metodelor, tehnicilor şi instrumentelor de cercetare într-o
strategie eficientă.
Ipotezele cercetării
Următoarele ipoteze au fost luate în considerare atunci când s-a efectuat cercetarea:
1. Cunoașterea si înțelegerea caracteristicilor jocului de fotbal modern se poate constitui
ca punct de plecare în întreaga metodologie de învățare a jocului de fotbal.
2. Prin evaluarea continuă a capacității motrice a sportivilor practicanți ai jocului de
fotbal coroborată cu elaborarea și aplicarea unor modele de pregătire stabilite de noi se va
realiza o reglare continuă a capacității motrice, cu repercursiuni favorabile asupra învățării
jocului de fotbal.
3.Monitorizarea permanentă a nivelului de dezvoltare a calităților motrice specifice
jocului de fotbal combinat cu elaborarea unor modele de pregătire pentru fiecare etapă și fază a
antrenamentului specific, conduce la obținerea unor rezultate superioare în competiții.
Cercetarea experimentală
Locul desfășurării cercetării: Clubul Sportiv Jiul Petroșani
-ianuarie 2008 - septembrie 2009 s-au efectuat numeroase testări pe grupa de vârstă a copiilor
născuți în anul 1995. Această grupă de copii, a obținut în cei cinci ani de instruire câteva
rezultate semnificative la categoria lor de vârstă. În anul 2005 ocupanta locului 4 la nivel
national ,,GHE. OLA,, în 2006 au câștigat un turneu international la BARCELONA, în anul
2007 au câștigat un turneu internațional în FRANTA, la Toulouse, iar în anul 2008 au
reprezentat județul Hunedoara, la faza zonală a juniorilor D. În prezent această grupă are trei
jucători selecționați la lotul național U15.
Indiferent dacă este vorba de competiţiile de copii sau de adulţi şi indiferent de nivel,
prestaţia fizică a unui fotbalist constă, în general, în rapiditatea/viteza de mişcare şi de execuţie
a elementelor tehnice, ca şi în disponibilitatea subiectului de a repeta de câte ori este nevoie pe
parcursul jocului acţiuni şi mişcări de mare intensitate. De aceea, un proces de formaredezvoltare sau antrenament orientat către stimularea funcţiilor organice, a calităţilor
neuromusculare şi a proceselor de creştere trebuie să conţină exerciţii care să îi permită
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copilului să îşi exerseze forţa, rezistenţa şi viteza. Aceste calităţi fizice, fundamentale pentru
performanţa sportivă, trebuie să fie direcţionate în funcţie de cerinţele specifice fotbalului şi
etapei de dezvoltare.
Analiză și interpretare
S-au folosit în cercetările experimentale următoarele probe:
1. Testul Sargent - săritura din flexie cu mâna întinsa (detenta verticala, folosit ca test pentru
grupa 1995).
2. Alergare de viteză pe distanţa de 30 metri pe teren plat cu plecare din stând cu cronometrare la
mișcare. S-au acordat două încercări și s-a înregistrat cea mai bună performanță.
3. Alergare de viteză pe distanţa de 50 metri pe teren plat cu plecare din stând cu cronometrare la
mișcare. S-au acordat două încercări și s-a înregistrat cea mai bună performanță.
4. Săritura în lungime de pe loc. S-au efectuat două încercări, notându-se cea mai bună reușită.
5. Ridicări ale trunchiului la verticală, din culcat dorsal, cu mâinile la ceafă (nr. de repetări/min).
6. Triplu salt de pe loc. S-au efectuat două încercări, notându-se cea mai bună reușită.
7. Testul VAMEVAL
Vom utiliza analiza de corelaţie pentru a studia intensitatea legăturilor dintre
variabile, şi analiza de regresie pentru a estima valoarea unei variabile dependente (efect)
ţinând cont de valorile altor variabile independente (cauze).
Corelația Pearson, coeficientul R, testul t-student pentru a determina diferențele dintre
grupuri, abaterea medie, coeficientul de variație, abaterea standard.
Tabelul nr. 1. Corelație pentru proba de viteză 50m
Model
1
a.

R

R2

R2 ajustat

Eroarea standard
estimată

,916

,14066

,959a
,920
Predictors: (Constant), VITEZA_50M_T1

ANOVAb
Model
1

Suma
pătratelor

Media2

df

F

Regresie

4,753

1

4,753

Rezidual

,415

21

,020

240,239

Sig.
,000a

Total
5,168
22
a. Predictors: (Constant), VITEZA_50M_T1
b. Dependent Variable: VITEZA_50M_T2

Legătura dintre variabile este evidenţiată prin coeficientul de corelaţie multiplă obţinut în
acestă analiză (R poate lua valori între -1 și 1) (R=0,959) valoarea obținută arată o legătură
foarte puternică între variabila dependentă VITEZA_50M_T2 si variabila independentă
VITEZA_50M_T1. Modelul este valid deoarece F= 21,653, pentru un nivel de semnificatie
Sig mai mare decât 0,05. ( Jaba 2004 )
Modelul explică 92 % din variatia totală a variabilei VITEZA_50M (R2= 0,920), restul
de 8% este influentat de alti factori neinclusi în model.
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Tabelul nr. 2. Corelație pentru proba viteză 50 m între T1 și T2
Viteza_50mT1

Viteza_50mT1

Viteza_50mT2

1

,959**

Corelația Pearson
Sig. (2-tailed)

,000

N
Viteza_50mT2

23
,959

Corelația Pearson
Sig. (2-tailed)

23
**

1

,000

N
23
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

23

Tabelul nr. 3. Corelația mediilor la proba viteză 50 m
N

Valid
Missing
Media
Minimum
Maximum

Viteza_50m_T1

Viteza_50m_T2

23

23

0
7.6965
6.30
8.16

0
7.4983
6.20
8.05

Coeficientul de 0,959 demonstrează o corelație foarte puternică în evoluția în timp
între media valorilor pentru testul de viteza pe 50 de metri.

Din tabelul nr.3, se pot observa că toți cei 23 de subiecți au participat la ambele teste.
Evoluția lor pozitivă este evidențiată din compararea mediilor obținute de grupă la interval de
6 luni, media la primul test fiind de 7,69 secunde, iar la al doilea de 7,49 secunde. Cea mai
slabă valoare obținută la primul test a fost de 8,16 secunde, iar la testul 2 a fost de 8,05
secunde. Diferența dintre cele două teste fiind de 0,2 secunde, arată totuși un progres foarte
mic în dezvoltarea vitezei.
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În cazul acestui test este evidentă și bine evidențiată evoluția pozitivă a celor 23 de
subiecți, dintre care majoritatea și-au înbunătățit performanțele pentru testul de viteză pe 50
de metri.

Tabelul nr. 4. Corelație pentru proba VAMEVAL exprimată în km/h
Model
1

R2

R

,825a
,680
a. Predictors: (Constant), VAM_km_t1
ANOVAb
Model

1

Eroarea standard
estimată

R2 ajustat

Suma pătratelor

,665

,46260

Media2

df

F

Regresie

9,550

1

9,550

Rezidual

4,494

21

,214

44,625

Sig.
,000a

Total
14,044
22
a. Predictors: (Constant), VAM_km_T1
b. Dependent Variable: VAM_km_T2
Legătura dintre variabile este evidenţiată prin coeficientul de corelaţie multiplă obţinut în
acestă analiză (R=0,825), valoare care arată o legătură puternică între variabila independentă
VAM_KM_T1 si variabila dependentă VAM_KM_T2. Modelul este valid deoarece F=
44,625, pentru un nivel de semnificatie Sig mai mare decât 0,05. ( Jaba 2004 )
Modelul explică 68 % din variația totală a variabilei VAM (R2= 0,680), restul de 32%
este influentat de alți factori neincluși în model.
Tabelul nr.5. Corelație pentru proba VAMEVAL exprimată în km/h
VAM_km_T1

VAM_km_T2

VAM_km_T1 Corelația Pearson

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
VAM_km_T2 Corelația Pearson
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

,825**
,000

23

23

**

1

,825

,000
23

23
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Coeficientul de 0,825 demonstrează o corelație puternică în evoluția în timp între media
valorilor pentru testul VAM.
Tabelul nr. 6. Corelația mediilor la proba VAMEVAL exprimată în km/h
VAM_km_T1
N

Valid
Missing

Media
Minimum
Maximum

VAM_km_T2
23

23

0
14.6313
13.30
15.66

0
15.7530
14.58
17.10

Din tabelul nr.6, se pot observa că din cei 23 de subiecți toți au participat la ambele
teste. Evoluția lor pozitivă este clar evidențiată din compararea mediilor obținute de grupă la
interval de 5 luni, media la primul test fiind de 14,63km/h, iar la al doilea de 15,75 km/h. Cea
mai slabă valoare obținută la primul test a fost de 13,30 km/h, iar la testul 2 a fost de 14,58
km/h. Valoarea maximă evidențiază mai bine evoluția pozitivă a întregii grupe, fiind obținută
de aceelași sportiv, care demonstrează o bună capacitate de efort prin programul de pregătire
efectuat. Diferența dintre cele două teste fiind de 1,44km/h, rezultatele fiind 15,66 km/h, la
primul test și respectiv 17,10 km/h, la al doilea.

În cazul acestui test este evidentă și bine evidențiată evoluția pozitivă a celor 23 de
subiecți care toți și-au îmbunătățit performanțele pentru testul VAMEVAL.
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Tabelul nr. 7. Corelație pentru proba viteză 30 m între T1 și T2
v_T1_30m
v_T1_30m

v_T2_30m
,815**

1

Corelația Pearson
Sig. (2-tailed)

,000

N
v_T2_30m

23

23

**

1

,815

Corelația Pearson
Sig. (2-tailed)

,000

N
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

23

23

Coeficientul de 0,815 demonstrează o corelație puternică în evoluția în timp între
media valorilor pentru testul de viteza pe 30 de metri.
Din tabelul nr.8, se pot observa că toți cei 23 de subiecți au participat la ambele teste.
Evoluția lor pozitivă este evidențiată din compararea mediilor obținute de grupă la interval de
6 luni, media la primul test fiind de 4,94 secunde, iar la al doilea de 4,78 secunde. Cea mai
slabă valoare obținută la primul test a fost de 5,30 secunde, iar la testul 2 a fost de 5,19
secunde. Diferența dintre cele două teste fiind de 0,11 secunde, arată totuși un progres foarte
mic în dezvoltarea vitezei pe 30 m.
Tabelul nr. 8. Corelația mediilor la proba viteză 30 m
viteză_T1_30m
N

Valid
Missing

Media
Minimum
Maximum

viteză_T2_30m

23

23

0
4.9474
4.30
5.30

0
4.7809
4.08
5.19
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Tabelul nr. 9. Corelația mediilor la testul Sargent
Sargent T1
N

Valid
Missing

Media
Minimum
Maximum

Sargent T2
23

23

0
37.65
29
46

0
41.52
30
58

Din tabelul nr.9, se pot observa că din cei 23 de subiecți toți au participat la ambele
teste. Evoluția lor pozitivă este clar evidențiată din compararea mediilor obținute de grupă la
interval de 6 luni, media la primul test fiind de 37,65 cm, iar la al doilea de 41,52 cm. Cea mai
slabă valoare obținută la primul test a fost de 29 cm, iar la testul 2 a fost de 30 cm. Aceeași
persoană a obținut cele două valori minime fiind și sportivul care a început pregătirea de
specialitate de cel mai puțin timp. Valoarea maximă evidențiază mai bine evoluția pozitivă a
întregii grupe, deși nu a fost obținută de aceeași persoană. Diferența dintre cele două teste
fiind de 12 cm, rezultatele fiind 46 cm la primul test și respectiv 58cm la al doilea.

În cazul acestui test este evidentă evoluția pozitivă a celor 23 de subiecti, toți
îmbunătățindu-și vizibil performanțele în cazul testului Sargent, după cum se poate ușor
observa și din figura de mai sus.
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Tabelul nr.10. Corelația mediilor la testul lungime de pe loc
Lungime_loc
T1
N

Valid
Missing

Media
Minimum
Maximum

Lungime_loc T2
23

23

0
2.1026
1.80
2.60

0
2.1683
1.85
2.62

Din tabelul nr. 10, se pot observa că toți 23 de subiecți au participat la ambele teste.
Evoluția lor pozitivă este evidențiată din compararea mediilor obținute de grupă la interval de
6 luni, media la primul test fiind de 2,10 m, iar la al doilea de 2,16 cm. Cea mai slabă valoare
obținută la primul test a fost de 1,80 m, iar la testul 2 a fost de 1,85 m. Aceeași persoană a
obținut cele două valori minime ca și la testul de mai sus, fiind și sportivul care a început
pregătirea de specialitate de cel mai puțin timp. Valoarea maximă evidențiază mai bine
evoluția pozitivă a întregii grupe, fiind obținută de această dată de aceeași persoană. Diferența
dintre cele două teste fiind de 2 cm, rezultatele fiind 2,60 m la primul test și respectiv 2,62 m
la al doilea, pentru vârsta testată, rezultatul fiind foarte bun.

În cazul acestui test este evidentă și bine evidențiată evoluția pozitivă a celor 23 de
subiecți, dintre care majoritatea și-au înbunătățit performanțele pentru testul de săritură în
lungime de pe loc.
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Concluzii teoretice
1. Cunoaşterea nivelului de dezvoltare a jocului, cât şi tendinţele acestuia,
constituie baza elaborării unei bune strategii, a unei viziuni moderne privind pregătirea
fotbalistică a copiilor şi juniorilor, oferind repere conceptuale şi metodologice specifice cu
valenţe instructiv formative.
2. Activitatea fotbalistică se interferează cu dezvoltarea morfo-funcţională a
organismului, cu capacitatea de efort şi cu caracteristicile psihice; optimizarea dezvoltării
creează premize pentru dezvoltarea capacităţilor motrice.
3. Evaluarea permanentă a capacității motrice se constitue ca o condiție sine-qua-non
a alegerii celor mai eficiente metodologii care să o regleze.
Concluzii experimentale
1. Printr-o abordare sistemică, prezenta lucrare a fost un proiect cu privire la reglarea
capacităților motrice și a metodelor de dezvoltare a aptitudinilor motrice favorizante
jucătorilor de fotbal. Ne-am propus alinierea la eforturile de realizare a unei bune practici în
domeniul pregătirii fotbalistice la copii, juniori și seniori alături de creşterea vizibilităţii
activităţii ştiinţifice şi metodice în spaţiul oferit de practica cotidiană.
2. Prin cercetările efectuate, ipotezele de la care am plecat au fost confirmate,
rezultatele obținute de sportivi în comparație cu testările inițiale, sunt îmbunătățite
semnificativ statistic, ceea ce conduce la concluzia că datorită metodelor și mijloacelor
folosite, capacitatea motrică a sportivilor s-a dezvoltat simțitor.
3. Prin evaluarea continuă a capacității motrice a sportivilor practicanți ai jocului de
fotbal coroborată cu elaborarea și aplicarea unor modele de pregătire stabilite de noi s-a
realizat o reglare continuă a capacității motrice, cu repercursiuni favorabile asupra învățării
specifice jocului de fotbal.
4. Prin analiza rezultatelor obținute de subiecții din eșantioanele supuse cercetării s-a
constatat că prin monitorizarea permanentă a nivelului de dezvoltare a calităților motrice
specifice jocului de fotbal combinat cu elaborarea unor modele de pregătire pentru fiecare
etapă și fază a antrenamentului specific, a condus la obținerea unor rezultate superioare în
competițiile la care au participat.
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RECENZĂRII, DEMERS FĂCUT DE COLECTIVUL DE REDACŢIE CONDUS DE
REDACTORUL ŞEF ŞI SECRETARUL ŞTIINŢIFIC AL REVISTEI
Instrucţiuni pentru autori
 Revista Discobolul promovează cercetarea fundamentală şi aplicativă, în
special rezultatele obţinute în cadrul proiectelor de cercetare naţională şi
internaţională, precum şi contribuţiile stiintifice ale unor personalităţi din mediul
universitar si cel socio-profesional, aferente domeniilor de interes pentru revista.
 Sunt acceptate spre publicare, materiale originale, care nu au fost publicate
parţial sau integral în alte reviste. Este necesar ca articolele deja publicate sa fie in
proportie de 40% diferite de cele la care ne referim la acest punct;
 Articolele sunt publicate după ce au parcurs cele două etape ale procesului de
recenzare, in urma deciziei in acest sens ;.
 Autorii ale căror articole au fost respinse în urma procesului de recenzare, sau
care necesită modificări vor fi anunţaţi, la adresa de e-mail pe care au specificat-o în
momentul trimiterii articolului, în intervalul de 4-6 săptămâni ;
 Înregistrarea materialului în vederea publicării se va face după achitarea taxei
de abonament de către fiecare autor, co-autor şi, după caz, a taxelor suplimentare;
 Lucrările vor fi redactate în limbile română sau engleză / franceză;
 Responsabilitatea pentru afirmaţiile din text revine în exclusivitate autorilor;
 Redacţia îşi rezervă dreptul de a refuza publicarea articolelor care nu respectă
menţiunile prevăzute în secţiunea „Instrucţiuni pentru autori” sau in care nu s-au facut
modificari conform cerintelor / recomandarilor;
Pregătirea manuscriselor
 Articolele vor fi redactate în format Word, utilizându-se fonturi Times New
Roman 12 pt. la un rând şi jumătate, conţinând diacriticele specifice limbii române.
Numerotarea paginilor începe cu pagina cu titlu;
 Sunt admise maxim 4-5 materiale ilustrative (tabele, grafice, figuri
simbolice); acestea vor purta titluri şi vor fi numerotate conform specificaţiilor din
text; este recomandat ca acestea să fie furnizate la dimensiunile la care se doreşte
publicarea. Nu sunt admise materiale scanate cu exceptia figurilor/ foto;
 Tabelele, graficele si figurile vor fi numerotate cu cifre arabe în ordinea
primei referiri din text şi vor purta un titlu clar şi concis menţionat sub acestea ;
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 Acronimele folosite vor fi detaliate la prima lor apariţie în text.
Structura generală a articolelor:
1. Pagina de titlu va cuprinde:


titlul articolului,

 numele şi prenumele autorilor (împreună cu afilierea lor instituţională, adresa
de corespondenţă a primului autor cu nr. tel şi e-mail, adresa la care va fi expediată
revista, dacă aceasta diferă de adresă de corespondenţă);
Ex: Titlu......
Popescu Ion1, Stanescu Rodica2, Mihalache Cornelia3
1

Universitatea Naţională de Educaţie Fizică şi Sport –Bucureşti
Universitatea de Vest – Timişoara
3
Universitatea din Oradea
Constantin Noica, 140, sector 6, Bucureşti
tel, email, adresă de corespondenţă
2



abstract în limbile română si engleză/franceză;

 cuvintele cheie în limbile română şi engleză/franceză. Pentru fiecare lucrare
vor fi selectate între 3-5 cuvinte, reprezentând termenii utilizaţi în lucrare. Abstractul cuprinde
între
100150
cuvinte.
2. Articolul nu va depăşi 6 pagini pentru studiile de cercetare, 4 pagini pentru lucrările tip
eseu, 1 pagină pentru recenzii, informaţii, reportaje de la evenimente ştiinţifice.
Studiul de cercetare va cuprinde:
 introducere
 scop, obiectiv, ipoteza cercetării.
 material şi metodă – această secţiune va descrie metodologia de cercetare
utilizată, modul de selecţie a eşantioanelor studiate, criteriile de includere şi cele de
excludere, metoda, tehnica, programul statistic folosit în prelucrarea datelor etc.
 rezultate – aici vor fi prezentate concis rezultatele obţinute, de obicei prin
intermediul tabelelor şi al graficelor.
 discuţii – se vor preciza aspectele noi şi importante ale studiului, interpretarea
rezultatelor proprii, în contextul literaturii de specialitate.
 concluzii – concluziile studiului vor fi enunţate cu claritate, stabilindu-se o
legătură între acestea şi scopurile studiului.
 Bibliografie

Articolele tip eseu vor cuprinde, ca structură:
 Introducere
 Nivelul actual reflectat în literatura de specialitate
 Problematica abordată
 Concluzii
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 Bibliografie
3. Lista referinţelor bibliografice:
Revista Discobolul recomandă respectarea Convenţiei de la Vancouver în ceea ce priveşte
redactarea listei referinţelor bibliografice.
Lista referinţelor bibliografice se va redacta în ordinea numerică a apariţiei în text a surselor
citate, cu numerotarea acestora între paranteze rotunde. Lista va cuprinde si titluri
reprezentative, aparute in ultimii ani.
Se vor menţiona: autorul(-ii), titlul, editura, anul, paginile, în funcţie de sursa citării
(carte, articol de revistă, site de internet). Vedeţi exemplele de mai jos. Limba folosită la
editarea bibliografiei va fi identică cu cea folosită de sursa citată.
Ex.: Russel FD, Coppell AL, Davenport AP. In vitro enzymatic processing of radiolabelled big
ET-1 in human kidney as food ingredient. Biochem Pharmacol 1998 Mar 1;55(5):697-701. –
pentru citarea unui articol de revistă
Ex: Harris J, Elbourn J. Teaching health-related exercise at key stages1 and 2- USA, Human
Kinetics, 1997.-(37-40).- pentru citarea unei cărţi.
Condiţii privind plata abonamentului pentru anul 2010:
 cadre didactice UNEFS - abonament anual 50 lei; în preţul abonamentului
este inclusă publicarea de articole în numere diferite ale revistei;
 cadre didactice, specialişti, din afara UNEFS – abonament anual 50 lei;
pentru fiecare articol publicat, se va percepe taxa de 50 lei;
 plata se efectuează la casieria UNEFS sau prin transfer bancar.
Datele de identificare bancare sunt:
EDITURA DISCOBOLUL SRL
Banca Romana de Dezvoltare (BRD)- Groupe Societe Generale
Agentia Stirbei Voda, Bucuresti, Romania
Str. Stirbei Voda, nr. 156-158
SWIFT BRDEROBU
Cod IBAN: RO37BRDE410SV41065964100
Distribuirea revistei
 distribuirea revistei către abonaţi se face personal sau prin poştă, la adresa de
corespondenţă menţionată.
 revista va fi expediată de către redacţie, destinatarului, o singură dată. La
solicitarea abonatului, costurile retrimiterii revistei vor fi suportate de către acesta.
Articolele pot fi trimise la:
Sediul redacţiei: UNEFS Bucureşti, str, Constantin Noica nr. 140, sec. 6, Bucureşti
Telefon: 0213164107 /224, e-mail: discobolul@gmail.com
sau: în atenţia domnului Prof. univ. dr. Vinţanu Nicolae – Redactor şef
Revista va putea fi accesată şi pe pagină de web: www.anefs.edu.ro/ Revista-Discobolul
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